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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to build exercises to im-
prove auditory discrimination in the third grade. f}hese 
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exercises will follow the analysis program outlined in the m~nual 1 prov ided with the two basic readers in the third grade. ! 
Learning to re a d is a complicated process which includes 1/ 
the acquiring of many skills and abilities. Research has shown l 
thAt one of these is the ability to hear likenesses and differ~ 
ences in words or auditory discrimination. Poor auditory 11 
discrimin ation has been found to be one of the weaknesses among ll 
failures in reading and often it is the one thP t is frequently 
1
1 
overlooked. Some of these failures in r ea ding may be avoided 
by systema tic training in auditory discrimination. 
ReseArch has also shown that children can do without an 
analysis pro gram only when their vocabulary is small and the 
words are not similar in appe a rance. Dolch a n d Bloomster2 
agreed with this sta tement when they said: 
As the number of words becomes greater, 
the a pp ea rance of t he words becomes more 
and more similHr . All these conditions-
g r e a ter number , less rep etition, and 
lVIJ. s. Gray and L . Gray, Guidebook for Streets and Roads 
and More Streets and Roads (New York: Scott, Foresman-arid 
Company, 1942), pp:-31-32 . 
2E. W. Dolch and M. Bloomster , 11 Phonic Readiness, 11 
Elementary School Journal, 38:201-205, November, 1937 . 
-~------
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greater similarity of words--demand some-
thing more than the sight method of le Prn-
ing . The y demand wh P. t is called 'independ-
ence in word re co gnition 1 and that means 
the use of generalizations about how 
letters are sounded. 
Leary1 found that only the occasional bright child needs 
no help in analyzing words. Many other educ a tors agreed with 
Leary and believed tha t mo s t children need tra ining in word 
ana lysis. 
It is hoped that the exercises in this study will provide J 
for the need to supplement the word analysis prog r am outlined 1 
in the manual2 accompanying the two basic r e aders in the t h ird I 
I 
g r ade. No attempt will be mB.de to evaluate the effect of these l 
exercises. 
lB. E. Leary, 11 VVhat Does Resea.rch Say About Reading?n 
Journal of Educational Re search, 39:434-444, February, 1946. 
2 a ray, op. cit. , pp. 31-32 
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CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH 
Many leading educators emphasized the importance and 
the need of an analysis program. A good analysis program in-
eludes instruction in both auditory and visual discrimination. 
The first step in an a.nalysis program is the training of the 
ear to hear likenesses and differences in words. ~~~ 
11 The purpose of ear-training or training in hearing pe.rts l 
I 
of word-sounds , " according to Dolch1 , "is to enable the pupil I 
to sound pArts of words which he meets and by blending to 
arrive at the sound of the word whole. 11 
In 1926 Cordts2 stated that "every t eacher knows that a 
knowledge of the sounds of the letters is a direct aid to a 
be g i nner in learning to read." 
Gates 3 also reco g,nized the need for instruction in 
auditory and visual discrimination. 
The abilities to see similarities and 
differences among words, to identify letters, 
phonograms and syllables in words to trans-
l ate these letters or letter combinations 
into sounds; and to combine these visual 
1Edward w. Dolch, The Psychology and Tea chin~ of Reading, 
(B-oston: Ginn and. Company, ~931) p. "97--
2 .A..nna D. Cordts, "Facts for Teachers of Phonics, u 
Elementery English Review, 3:116-121, April; 1926 
3Arthur I. Ga.tes, Interest and Ability in Reading ~ (New 
York; Macmillan Company, 1930) p-:-2"00 -
I 
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elements or sound units into whole word 
forms and whole word sounds have long 
I been recognized a s useful r ea ding skills. 
I In 1922 Ivionroe1 found that 11 the lack of cle a r cut audit-
il ory discrimination may disrupt both the mechanicS> and compre-
/1 hension of re ad ing." 
I 
II T:e need for 
/1 Durre 11 in 1940: 
training in word analysis is confirmed by 
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There is ample evidence to indicate the 
need for instruction in word analysis. 
Such evidence includes the complete in-
ability of some children to solve new 
words, random guessing at new words with-
out regerd to word form or meaning, and 
various ineffective habits of attack on 
new words, such as mere sounding by 
letters and syllables. Some bright 
children may acquire the facility to 
notice the visual and auditory elements 
of words and hence no formal instruction 
in word analys is. The majority of 
children, however, are aided by special 
practice to increase the accuracy and 
fluency of both visual and auditory per-
ception of word elements. 
Durre113 et al in 1941 after individual analyses of more 
I than four thousand ch ildren who have had difficulty in learn-
j ing to read reported the following causes of failure, in order 
II 
of frequency of occurrence: 
I l lvlarion Monroe, "Remedial treatment in Reading,
11 
English Review, 10:95-97, April, 1933. 
Elementar:.x: 
II 
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2Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Readin~ 
(New York: World Book Company, 1940)p. 198. · Abilities ~ 
3Donald D. Durrell, Helen B. Sullivan, He len A. Murphy and 
Kathryn M. Junkins, Building Word Power, (Yonkers-on-Hudson: 
World Book Company, 1941) p. r---
I 
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1. Lack of auditory dis crimination of word elements. 
2. Lack of visua l discrimination of differences between 
words. 
3. Failure to attach meaning to words. 
4. Improper adjustment of instruction to le a rning rate . 
Previously, phonics was a method of t eaching reading but 
now Hildreth1 describes it "as a valuable adjunct to the ch ild II 
in comprehendin~ unfamiliHr words he meets in reading context. 11 1 
Kottmeyer in 1947 stated that: 
The common objection to sound system is 
that English is not re gularly phonetic 
and thHt children can have no confidence 
in a method of word attack which is not 
consistently effective. Phoneticists tell 
us that English is about six-sevenths 
'phonetic'. If a word analysis device 
works six times in seven it is useful. 
Words which are not vulnerable to sound 
analysis can be le arned as sight words . 
Furthermore, a phonetic or syllabication 
technique does not have to be perfect. 
If a child can get fairly close to the 
pronunciP-tion of a word with letter sounds, 
he can get further help from context clues. 
When he depends only on c onf iguration and 
context, he either recognizes the word or 
h e is helpless . When he has letter sound-
ing to fall back on, he can always try to 
he lp himself. In a ddition to the practical 
help he gets with words, the knowledge that 
he has a means of dealing with unfamiliar 
words restores a confidence in himself 
which he needs. 
1 Gertrude hildreth, Learning the Three R's, (Minn eapolis: 
Educational Publishers, Inc ., 1936;-p.-rl~ ---
2william Kottmeyer, Handbook for Remedial Reading, (St. 
Louis: We bster Publishing Company,-r947) p. 77 
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Stinchfield-Hawk1 in a study of 350 children from p re-
school ag e to nine yeflrs found that most of the poor readers 
were deficient in aural understandings, auditory perception and 
auditory acuity . Poor auditory memory and auditory perception 
stand out as occuring with the gr ea test frequency. 
There has been experimental research in the field of 
auditory and visual discrimination. 
In 1928 Sexton and Herron2 concluded from their ex-
periment that phonics did no t help in the first five months of 
the first gra.de; i t was more help in the latter part of the fi.:r 
grR.de or in the seCOil;d grade. 
Garrison and Heard3 in 1931 reported on an experiment 
st8rted in 1927 with children who were entering school for the 
first time and continued through the first, second and third 
grades to JVIay, 1930. Tl1.e children were divided into four 
groups, bright phonetic, bright non-phone tic, dull phonetic a 
dull non-phonet ic. The phonetic groups received instruction 
in phonetics for fifteen minutes each day during the first and 
second years. The non-phonetic groups received no instruction 
in phonetics. In the third year a l l groups received regular 
1sara Stinchfield-Hawk, "Visual and Auditory Factors in 
Reading Success," Claremont College Reading Conference, Eleven 
Yearbook, 11:45-51, 1946. 
2E. K. Sexton and ,J. S. Herron, nThe Neward Phonics Ex-
per iment," Elem_~ntary School ,Journal, 28:690-701, May , 1928. 
3s. c. Garrison a nd M. T. Heard, nAn Experimental Study 
of the Value of - Phonetics," Peabody Journal of Education, 
9:9-14, July, 1931. 
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third grade work. At the close of each grade tests were given. / 
Some of the findings from this experiment were: 
1. Training in phonetics makes children more independent 
in the pronunciation of words. 
2. Bright children seem to be helped more by training in 
phonetics than are dull. 
3 ~ For all ch ildren, phonetic training seems to be more 
effective in the l a tter p art of the primary grades. 
In t h e following ye a r Monroe 1 carried on a stu dy to de-
t e rmine the influence of poor auditory discrimination upon 
ret~ding defects. She compRred a g roup of thirty-two unselected 
first- g r a de children with thirty-two young n on-readers, a 
rsndom s amp ling of the young r eading d Afect c ases a t t h e 
Institute for Juven ile Research. She found t hat only two per 
cent of the reading defect ce s e s were r a ted as defective in 
hePr ing . She con cluded that 
The l ack of auditory discrimination of words 
may be a special defect in he Bring just as 
color blindness is a special defect in vision. 
So, i n audition, the lack of discrimination of 
certain sounds may lead to a confusion of words, 
which in turn affects speech, or reading or b oth. 
2 
In 1935 IVIonroe r ep orted a correlation of 66 plus or 
1 minus .04 between auditory tests and later success in reading . 
!I I 
I
ll, I Marion Monroe , Children ·who Canno t Read, (Chicag o: Uni-
versity of Chica go Press, 19:32) pp. 93-95.---- I 
II 2Marion Monroe, ''Reading Aptitude Tests for the Predicti J 
:1 of Success and Failure in Beginning Reading," Education, 56: i' 
-14, September, 1935 1/ 
I ,, 
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The auditory test had the highest correlation in the entire 
battery of her reading r eadiness tests which included als o 
visua l, motor, articulation and languag e tests. 
In the same year Duffy and Durre11 1 in a study of diffi-
culties in oral reading of 87 c h ildren in three t h ird g r a des 
learned t ha t one difficulty found is "word analysis and word 
re cognition skills. 11 
As a result of h is study in 1936 us ing 380 pupils in 
2 g rades thre e through six, Acomb listed, among oth ers, the 
following conclusions: 
1. Visual Elnd auditory discr i mination, perception , 
and assoc i ability are h i ghly significant factors 
in relation to reading ab ility. 
2. Visua l and auditory f ac tors are significan tly 
rel a ted to spel ling ab ility. 
3. Visual Pnd auditory factors are definitely inter-
r e l a ted with one another , each recalling the 
o t her automB. tically dur ing the reading process. 
The following year S~llivan3 constructed a reliable 
measure of auditory comprehension adap ted to the group testing 
1Gertrude B. Duffy and Donald D. Durre 11, 11 Third Grade I 
Difficulties in Ora l Rea.ding, 11 Education, 56:37-40, Sept., 1935 
2 Allan /womb, 11 A Study of the Psychological Factors in 
ReRding and Spelling," (unpublish ed Master's thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, Boston, 1936). 
3He len B. Sullivan, 11 The Construction and Eva luation of a 
MeAsure of Auditory Comprehension," (unpubli shed Mas ter's 
thesis, Boston University School of Educ a tion, 1937). 
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of children in the age range of seven to twelve. The final 
test had a reliability coefficient of .962. Ten~tive n orms 
II 
I 
for the test were determined on the basis of 1313 pupils. 
In the same y ea r lVIac Intyre1 presented evidence showing 
that mentally retarded ch ildren can exceed their mental a g e in 
r eading by the use of the phonic method. 
Robinson2 in 1939, after a study of the type s of de-
/ ficient r es d e-rs and methods of tl~ea tment, a greed with Ivlonroe3 
j when she rep orted t hat there was ve ry little evidence of hear-
i ng deficiency among the poor re aders and that some poor read-
ers with norma l he Pring were unabl e to discriminate between 
similar sounds or words. Chil dren wh o lacked ability in audi-
J tory d iscrimina tion were unable to profit by the phonetic 
I 
1
: appro2ch to beginning r eading . Special training was g iven to 
these ch ildren to develop discrimination before any phonetic 
tra i n ing was st arted. This training in auditory discrimination 
I 
I a s a preliminary to phonetic tra ining proved valuable for both 
speech and reading. J 
The results of Agnew 1 s 4 investigation with third grade I 
I 
±Mildred E. IVIa cin.tyre, "Teach ing of Reading to Mentally De I 
fective Children, 11 Association on Mental Deficiency, 59-67, I' 
May , 1937. --
2Helen M. Robinson, nTypes of Deficient Readers and Method . 
of Tre atment, 11 Recent Trends in Reading edj_ted by William S. GraYf 
Supplementary EducR tional lVIonog r Bph, 49: 159-169, November, l939 ll 
[ : Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read, loc. cit. 11 
I 
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\ Donald C. Agnew, The Effect of Varied .Amounts of Phonetic 
1
1
1 
Training on Primary Read'filg, DuKe UniverSITy Press, T939, p.44. J 
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children in 1939 showed that phonic training when given con-
sistently in lArge amounts: 
a. increases independence in recognizing words 
previously learned 
'I 
1~ 
I 
I b. aids in "unlockingn new words by g iving the pupil : 
a method of sound analysis 
c. encourages correct pronunciation 
d. improves the quality of oral reading 
Recently there hHve been more experiments in the field of 
Auditory discriminAtion thPt have shown the importance and 
value of training in this area. 
Murphy1 in 1940 evalua ted the effect of planned exercises 
for developing auditory discrimination in be g inning r eading on: 
1. The le a rning rate. 
2. Change in the child's auditory discrimination. 
between likenes ses and differences in words. 
3. Change in the child's visuRl perception of words. 
4. Actual r eading scores. 
The exerc ises included work on i n itia l sounds, final 
sounds, initial blends and rhyming words. These exercises were 
taught for ten minutes a day for t h irty successive school days 
to 51 children in g r e.des one and two. 
The major findings were: 
1. In the individua l auditory test, the experimenta l 
1He len A. Murphy, 11 1m Evaluation of Exe rcises for Develop-
ing Auditory D ~i :acrimination in Beginning Reading," (unpublished 
MEister's thesis Boston Un iversity School of Education, 1940). 
group was much superior to the control group. The 
mean score of the experimen ta.l group was 27 sounds 
correct as compared to ten for the control group. 
All children in the experimental group exceeded 
the met:m of the control group, while no child in 
the control group equalled the mean of the ex-
perimentation group. It is evident that the ability 
improves rapidly by specific teaching. 
2. The experimental group increased in learning rate 
as measured by the r8te-of-learning test. 
3. In the Detroit Word Recognition Test the experi-
mental group was superior to the control group. 
An investigation using 155 pupils from the fifth, sixth, 
seventh, and eighth gr8des to find the relation between phonic 
ability and reading ability was carried on by Tiffin and 
McKinnis in 1940. The correlations obtained show with 
reasonable certainty that phonic ability is significantly re-
lated to reading ability among the pupils studied. 
The following year Schmidt2 classified children as 
auditory learners on the basis of tests and subjective study 
and lea.rned that with auditory learners the ·--audi tory instrudtio 
had been more efficient than had the regular non-auditory 
1 J. Tiffin ana M. McKinnis, "Phonic Ability--Its Measure-
ment and Relation to Reading Ability," School and Society, 51: 
190-192, February, 1940. 
2Bernardine Schmidt, "Auditory Stimuli in the Improvement 
of Reading," Elementary English Review, 18:149-154, April, 1941 
11 
II 
1: techniques. 
/I auditory tra ining was 3 . 2 gr a des compered with 1.19 g r a des 
1
1 for t h e g ro up g iven non-auditory instruction. 
The average gain in r eading for the group given 
I 
,, 
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special Bbilities which affect the le a rning r f.i te a_ppears to be 
Murphy and Junkins 1 in 1941 found that one of the 
II 
il 
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auditory discrimination and ability in auditory a.nalysis 8.ppear 1 
I 
to be a primary_factor in succe s s in beg inning re a ding. Tes ts 'I 
of le ::1 rning rR te, visual and auditory discrimina tion were g i venll 
to three gr oups of children with 50 children in each group . 11 
Thirty auditory listening lessons for ten minutes each day were // 
g iven to one gr oup. Thirty visual lessons were g iven to anoth~ 
I, 
group and the third group, the control group, was g iven no in- I 
struction but continued their usu a l lessons. At the end of 1 
six weeks all g roups were retested. In auditory discriminatio, 
the auditory g roup showed marked progress while the other grou1 
made little or no ga in. In l earning r a te, the retention of ,, 
words t B.u ght had dou bled for the tvvo experimenta l groups while 
1 
the control group increased its score only slightly. This re- ! 
s u lt sh owed that both sets of exe rcises increa sed the le Brning 
II 
Murph y2 in her study in 1943 te s ted the e ff ect of trHin- I 
II 
/1 r ate. 
1/ 
II 
II 
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I 
ing in auditory an d visual discrimina tion on 540 ch ildren in 
1He len A. Murphy and Ka thryn M. Junkins, "Increasing the 
Ra te of Lea.rning in I''irst Grade Reading," Education, 62:37-39, 
September, 1941. 
II 
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II 2 Helen A. Murphy, "P..n Ev a luation of the Effect of Specifi9l 
Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimina tion on Be g inning 
Readiu __ n__ (unpublish e d Doctor's dissertation Boston University 
r s chool of Educ a tion, Boston, 19 3T-: -- r 
I· II 
I I, 
13 first g r ades . She hB.d four groups of children with 120 in 
each group who were approxim8 tely equal in l earning rate, 
mental Age, chronological ege and in their aud itory and visual 
test scores. Tl.1.e first group , the combined group , we.s given 
both auditory and visual exercises. The second group, the 
visual group, had only visual exercises; the third group, the 
auditory, was g iven the auditory exercises; while the fourth 
group, the control group, was given no specific training. 
The experimentAl groups were g iven exercises for ten 
minutes a day for 30 successive school days. 
The results of this experiment showed that all experi-
1 mental groups were superior to the control group in Reading 
Achievement in November, February and June . At every measur-
ing period afte r the exercises were given, the experimental 
group sh owed statistically significant sup eriority in re ading 
achievement to the control gr oup. 
Barden 1 in 1945 carried on a study similar to II'Iurphy 1 s 2 
I using 86 chi ldren in the third and fourth gra des and leBrned 
thBt specific training i mproves auditory and visual discrimina-
tion . 
Mter investigation of children in Grades four through 
eight who hBd come to remediPl r e ad ing classes, Baker3 in 1945 
1 
Mary C. Barden, 0 The Construction and Evaluation of Exer-
cises for Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimina-
/ tion in Third and Fourth Grades," (unpublished Master 's thesis, 
1 Boston University School of Educ a tion, 1945). 
2Murphy, op . cit. 
: ..;Norma Baker, 11 Confusions in Word Recognition,'1 Elementary 
1
; School Journal, 45:575-577, June, 1945. 
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Phonetic ana lys is is necessary . A word 
is compose d of a s e ries of sounds and the 
ch ild must be conscious of the sounds 
accomp anying a combina tion of letters or II 
I 
I, 
i: 
I, 
I' 
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he will be con fu sed in his word recognition. 
Rossignol1 in 1948 stated: 
The relationships between he a ring acuity 
and spee ch production in the le arn i ng of 
new words, between he Rring acu ity and read-
ing performance, and between reading per-
formance and speech p roduction are sig-
nificantly non-chance. 
!I ,, 
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2
x p-" e. rimen t was carried on with 229 children in Grades I 
! 
I 
I 
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I 
should be 
~ She a lso stated t ha t the classroom teacher 
aware that children in the lower primary 
g rades h a ve a level of hearing acuity below 
the maximum. 1ne children should always be 
in a position where they c a n hear and see 
the teacher easily. Tl1.e teacher should take 
care particula rly in presenting new and un-
f amiliar words, that the initia l auditory 
stimulus is adequate. She should make certain 
that all subject matter presented ora lly has 
been correctly heard . 
In 1948 Dolch2 reported on an experiment conducted in 
I 
jl 
I 
I 
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the first two g r a des of a school in which the t eaching of 1 
II I, phonics h a d been uniform for at lea st two yeHrs and in which jJ 
II p h on ics had had some emphasis . The plan was (1) to measure 'I 
rl 
I 
Lois J. Rossignol, "The Relationships Among Hearing Acuit, 
I
I Speech Production, s.nd Res ding Performs.nce in Grades l A, lB, jl 
a nd 2A, 11 Contributions to Education No. 936, New York TeRchers 
1
: 
J College, Columbia University, 1948, p . 40 . 
1
) 
2Edw a rd Dolch, Problems in Reading, (Champaign ·:, ·Garrard 11 
Press, 1948) pp. 39-~-- Jl 
! ,, 
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14 
the children's mental development and (2) their phonic attain-
ment and to see whether one was in any way rel a ted to the other 
11 Dolch concluded that: 
Vfuen consideration is g iven to the diffi-
culty of accurate measurement of young 
children in both tl~e fields conc erned, the 
relation between mentel maturity and the use 
of ph onic s is rea sonably high. Children of 
high mental age somet imes fail to ac quir e 
phonic ability bu t children-· of-- i:-ow--me&tal 
age are certain to fail . 
As f ar as this e xper ime nt ind icate s , a 
men tal a p;e of seven years seems to be the 
lowest Ft which a child can be expected to 
use phoni cs . 
This expe riiT'.ent do e s not tell exactly when the t eaching 
of phonics should be st arted . Dolch a lso stated that 
Ear- tra i ning , which is the ba sis of 
phonics, may be g in e a rly. Children may 
be t au ght to no tice the simuleri tj_es be-
tween sounds sometime before they are 
exp ected actua lly to use sounding genera l-
iz e tions. 
One of the most recent studies in this field was con-
ducted by Crossley 1 in 1948. She eva lua ted the effect of 
l an t e rn slides on the de velopment of auditory and visual dis-
criminat ion of word elements when presented to a normal first 
~:rade popul a.tion. I n 20 first grade clessrooms, 416 children 
i n nine different communities took p~o) rt. B'ifty lessons of 
15 minutes each were plHnne d for ten weeks. The plan was to 
te a ch the sound of letters, blends, digraphs as initial and 
1B·. Alice Crossley, nA.n EvBluation of the Effect of Lante r ,1 
Slides on Audi to1~y and Visual Discrimination of Vvord E lements, 11 1 
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston University School of 
========~~~-~-~i~n, J948) 
I 
I 
II 
15 
/final s ounds in the same lesson and to teach the short sounds 
I. 
of the five vowels. The con trol group used the basal mP..terial 
I 
'l and basal manu/'ll in the e,rea of auditory and visu2.l discrim-
I 
/l ination to a certain extent. In nine of the ten groups Build-
:l ing Word Power1 was used. The experimental group used only 
1---
I 
II 
II 
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li lantern slides mB.teriel for auditory and visual discrimination. II 
I[ Some of Crossley 1 s conclusions were: I; 
il 
l. The experimental group was superior to the control I 
I 
I 
I group in all analyses of auditory discrimination. 
I 
I 2. There were ststistically significant differences I! 
I 
II 
in learning rBte et the end of the teaching per iod ! 
3. It is possible to teB.ch letters as beginning and i! 
II 
endings at the same time without causing 'I c onfu sian. i 
1/ 
II 
II 
I I, 
li 
I, 
II 
I 
Lnelys: 
I 
4 . Children subjected to auditory discrimination of 
VOV\191 sounds profit by such training. 
5. In g eneral, children who had higher scores in 
auditory discrimination attained higher scores in 
reading even though they were equal on the basis 
of mental Hge. 
1949 Gould2 a fter g iving an intens ive program in word 
found a significant difference in reading achievement 
I 
!: 3:DonaiO:-u:-I5urrel l , Helen B. Sullivan, Belen A. Murphy, 
II Kathryn M. Junkins, Building Word Power, (Yonkers-on-Hudson: 
11 World Book Company, 1941} • 
II 
II 2Rita E. Gould, "An Evaluation of an Intensive Program in 
!Word-Analysis in Second GrAde," (unpublished lVisster's thesis, 
l1 Boston Unive rsity School of Education, 1949) . 
I' 
I! 
,, 
I 
II 
I[ 
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for the experimental group. In t11vo second grades 56 childre n 
took p Rrt in this experiment for eight wee k s. The experimental 
group of 28 children had 20 minutes of reading in the morn ing 
e.nd ::>fternoon. They a lso received 15 minutes of intensive i n -
sti'uction in word analysis and 15 minutes of supplementary 
sea twork. The lessons were based on Bu.ilding Word Power1 and 
Re a dy To Read2 • The control g roup had 20 minutes of reading 
in t h e morning and the afternoon. 
At the beg inning of the study there was a significant 
diffe rence in reading achievement between the two groups in 
fRvor o f the control g roup. But s t the end of the eight we e ks' 
study there was no significant difference between the control 
group and the experimenta l group a.s to reading achievement. 
It would seem from t h e preceding experimental research 
thBt auditory discrimina tion is improved by specific tr a ining 
and that ability in t h is field affects r eading achievement. 
Elements 
TILere have been imp or tant studies that have attempted to 
a scertain the relative order of difficulty of l e tters and word 
elements. 
\ Monroe3 in her work with reading defect cases found 
I 1oonald D. Iiurrell, Helen B. Sullivan, Helen A. Murphy an 
I Kathryn M. Junkins, op. cit. 
,I 
I 
2Donald D. Durrell, Ready to Read, (Yonkers-on-rludson; New 
York: World Book Compan y, 1941~ ----
3Ivi onroe, op. cit ., pp . 118-119. 
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"the most fre quently failed discriminations to be s, sh; ch , sh . 
m, n; b, p; ch, j; k, g; w, wh; d, t . The most difficult dis- I 
i, e, Hnd I criminr> tions in vowels were between the short sounds, 
a i.l • 0 
Wilson and Fleming1 in 1938 presented evidence that 
-young ch ildren g ive ePrly and clear Httention to letter fonns 
and s ounds as bHsic elements of reading . 
" The sounds of the letters f, b, g , c, h, 1, and m are 
the best ones with which to start eEJr training , 11 according to 
Durrell2 in 1940. 
The data gathered by Bennett3 in 1942 indicated: 
l. The beg inning and ending of words are most 
frequently used as cues in word reccgnition. 
2. There i s almost a two to one chance that the 
be g inning of the word will be more potent as a 
dominant cue than the ending . 
3. Failure to observe the middle section of words is 
therefore, a.n important factor in mispronuncia-
tions especially of monosyllables. 
The above d a ta was collected from an a n alysis of 34,274 . 
errors ma de by retarded r e aders in grades three and four in 
1F'rank T. Wilson and C. W. F leming , 11 Letter Consciousness 
of Beginners in Reading," Pedagogical Seminary and JournBl of 
Genetic Psychology, 53:273-285, December, l938.---
2Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 206 
3 A. Bennett, "An P.nalysis of Errors in Word Recognition 
lVIa.de by RetBrded Readers, 11 Journal of Educational Psycholog y, 
.3.: 2 .5-3.8- -
I 
18 
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I 
!! recognition and pronunciation of 273 basic words in context. 
II 
11 Hes ter1 also in 1942 exami ned the records of 194 
I children admitted to the Reading Laboratory of the University 
1 
·1 of Pittsburgh before January , 1942. Children who scored below 1 
Ill 1: third grade level in vocabulBry were ch ecked for a knowledge ~~ 
~~~ of the letter n ames, sounds and blends. There rema. ined 112 I 
II i ch ildren who lacked p 1:1 rtially or entirely the knowledge of i 
phonics. I 
Hester found that "blending wa.s a more difficult process 
than n aming letters and n e eds to be t au gh t specifically in 
order to alleviate rea.~ding difficulties. 11 
Murphy2 found in 1943 the relative order of diffi culty 
of the functions me a sured in a.n auditory discrimination test 
to be (from easy to difficult) i n itial sounds, initial blends, 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
1[ I 
1 rhymes a nd final consonants. li 
I The three most recent studies which established an order J! 
I of difficulty of word elements were ma de by Biggy, 3 Kelley, 4 
1/ and Fahy . 5 
I 
j· ,, 
1 Kathleen B. Hester, "A Study of Phonetic Difficulties in 11 
Reading," Elementary School Journal 43:171-173, Novembe r, 1942. 1! 
2Murphy, op • o it. II 
I 3M. Virginia Biggy, nThe Establishment of a Relative Order I 
I 
of Difficulty of Word Elements in Auditory Discrimination," I 
(unpublished Ivla s ter 1 s thesis, Boston lJn i vers i ty School of Ed- I' 
1 u ca tion, 1 946). J 
j 4Helen r. Kelley, "Relative Difficulty of Auditory Percep- l 
tion of Word Elements," (unpublished Ma ster's thesis, Boston 
1 Unive rsity School of Educ e tion, 1948) . 
====l=· 5...Anne Fab :y;, 11Rvpluatj QIL Qf Ear Training in Reading in 
f Grade One," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University 
I School of Educ a tion, 1949). 
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Bi ggy 's order of difficulty of word elements from =e=as=y==~ 
I 
difficult was: 
Initial Consonants 
g 
r 
h 
s 
p' j' n 
t 
l 
m 
v, w 
Initial Blends 
ch 
sp, tr, st 
sh 
Final Consonants 
y 
s 
t 
k 
l 
n 
g 
p 
d 
I 
I 
I 
il 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I, 
l1 
II 
II 
I! 
II 
II 
il 
II 
il 
II 
II 
I 
·I 
!I ,, 
I 
I 
'! 
II 
II I 
I! 
./ 
I 
All but y and s were found to be more difficult than the most 
difficult initial consonants. 
Rhymes 
ing 
an, un 
and 
at 
~Le easiest final con sonant was found to have a higher percent-
a g e of error than the most difficult beginning consonant in 
the same grouping . 
The rel8tive order of difficulty changes for the same 
letters when t e sted as initial and final sounds. 
Initial Sounds 
g, s, p, n , t, 1 
Final Sounds 
s, t, 1, n, g, p 
In 1948 Kelley1 in her study with 314 children at the 
first grade level a lso esta blished a relative order of diffi-
culty of c ons onants and VOVIels and of vowels themselves. She 
concluded that: 
1. The short sounds of vowels at the beg inning of 
t h e word r?nged from easy to difficult in the 
following order: 
o, i, a, u, e 
2. The s h ort sounds of vowels in the middle of the 
21 
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I 
'I 
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I! 
I 
word fell in the following order from easy to 
difficult: 
o, e., e, i, u 
3. The long sounds of vowels in the middle of the 
word r a n g ed in the following order: 
e, s , u, o, i 
4. In generAl, the vowel sounds reveal themselves 
more difficult to he a r than either beg inning or 
final consonants. 
5. The s h ort sounds of vowels as b e g inning sounds 
are t h e easiest to discriminate. 
I' 
I! 
·I ,, 
lj 
as / 
I 
I 
6. Vowels in the middle of the word, whether long or 
short sounds, are difficult for the children to 
h ear. 
7. VoYvels vary in difficulty depending upon their 
p osition in the word. 
The relative orde r of difficulty of 
Initial Consonants 
r, n, m, h, g , 1 
Ini tia.l Blends 
sh, sp , s t, tr, ch 
un, and, an 
Final Consonants 
g, 1, s, n, d 
I 
I 
I 
II 
,, 
I 
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,I 
I 
I 
This is different from Biggy 1 s 1 order of difficulty. 
The most recent study to determine whether the order of 
difficulty of word elements in auditory discrimina tion remains 
I constant in different situntions was done by Fahy2 in 1949 . 
I 
li 
The enalysis of Cros s ley 1 s 3 material forms the basis of F'ahy's 
A relPtive order of difficulty W8S esta blished from 
,
1
11 study. 
1
/ Crossley 1 s da ta in November and in Mar ch. The r e l a tive order 
I/ of difficulty est a blished was the following: 
II Initial Cons one n ts 
J, a. November--m, c, b, j, w, r, t, g, n, p, s, 
ji h' 1 ' v' f ' d 
~~ b. March--h, m, c, j, d, g, r, t, f, 8 , w, b, 
~~ Final Co::o::n :: v 
I 
1! 
I 
I 
,I 
'I 
,, 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
li 
II 
I' 
a. November--s, d, g , t, 1, y, k, n, p 
b. March--s, d, g , t, p, n, y, 1, k 
Ini tiRl Blends 
--
a. November--ch, sp' s t, sh, tr 
b. Iviarch-- sp, ch, s t, tr, sh 
Rh:yTnes 
a. November-- an, at , un, a nd ing 
b. March--at, an, un, and ing 
- ---1---·---Biggy, op. cit. 
2 Fahy, op • cit . 
3 crossley, op. cit. 
1! 
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II 
II 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
,! 
II 
,, 
1 I. 
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Short Middle Varv els 
a. November--a, 
b. March--o, a' 
Long Middle Vowels 
---
a. November--e, 
b. March- -e, a, 
a, i, 
i, e, 
a, i, 
i, u, 
e, 
u 
o, 
0 
u 
u 
I 
I !L I 
In terms of amount of error from November to Mar ch all I 
initial consonants, final c onsonants, blends and rhymes respond-
ed well to teaching. There was g reat improvement in the vowel 
sounds but the amount of error rema ined high . Long sounds 
seemed to respond bette r than short sounds. 
TILe three studies of Biggy, Kelley, and Fahy were com-
pa red a nd the following finding s were noticed: 
Initial Consonants 
a. No letter t es t ed ma i n t a ined the same posi-
tion of difficulty in all three studies. 
b. Initial consonan ts m and g showed the most 
variation. 
Final Consonants 
a. No letter te sted maintained the same p ositi 
of diff iculty in all three studies. 
b. Final cons onsnt g showed t h e most v ariation. 
Ini tia 1 Blends 
a. The initisl blend sp maintained the same 
p osition of difficulty in all three studies. 
b. rrhe initia l blend sh showed the greatest 
24 
variation. 
Tl1.e compArison of the order of vowels of Kelley and F'ahy 
showed the following : 
Short Middle Sounds 
a. The vowels a, ·o, and u maintained the same 
p osition in both studies. 
b. 'Ihe vowels i and e reversed positions. 
Long Middle Sounds 
a. The vowels e and a me. intained the same 
pos ition in both studies. 
b. The vowels u and o varied only one place. 
c. The vowel i showed the gr ea.test va riation. 
The implications for t eaching from this study a re: 
1. There is a.ppa rently no set order of difficulty of 
word elements which rema.ins constant in every 
si tuB tion. 
2. Position in t e rms of difficulty before t ea ching 
doffi not influence the le a rning a.s much a s one 
mi ght believe . 
3. Short and long sounds of vowels showed defini t e 
i mprovement a fter t ea ching but vowels were more 
difficult than consonants. 
4. In many specific instances, however, vowel sounds 
showed ga ins equal to or l arger than those for 
fina l cons onant s, blends and rhymes . 
5 . Long vowels are easier than short vowels. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
II 
25 
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111 Another i mportant finding was that power with final 11 
sounds was incre ased whe n the con sonant was i ntroduced as an Ill ~ init i a l and a fina l sound in the same lesson. II ~~~~~ jll, Many l eading authorit ies in reading believe tha t a.n 
11 ana.lysi s program should no t be st a r ted until the child has ac- 1 
I 
I 
I 
quired a sight vocabulary of between 75 to 100 words. 
and Cooper2 a gree with this. 
Durrell1 l 
In 194 6 Be tts3 listed some basic principles and assump-
tions to be obs erved in developing auditory discrimina tion. 
They a re: 
1. Oral Activities 
un til the child has acquired an adequate stock 
of sight words, auditory discrimi nation 
activities should be strictly oral. 
2. True Sound Values 
At all times the child should hear the n a tural 
p ronunciation of words. 
3 . Likene sses and Differences 
Developmenta l activities for auditory discrim-
i na tion should emphasize b oth likenesses and 
differences in t he sounds of words . 
Durrell, op. cit. , p . 199 
2 J. Louis Cooper, 11 A Procedure f or Teaching Non-Readers, 11 
Education 67:494, April, 1947. 
3Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Re a. ding Instruction, ( New 
York: ~A • .merican Book Company, 1946) P. 348. 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
! 
4. Initia l Consonants 
These should be taught first. 
5. Individual Needs 
These should be taken care of. 
Betts1 also listed goals of instruction in auditory 
discrimination. These goals should include the following 
i terns: 
1. Awareness of word elements in a sentence. 
2. Ability to discrimina te between the likenesses 
and differences in the sounds of words. 
a. Ability to recognize identical sounds. 
(l ) Initial sounds 
(2) Final sounds 
b. Ability to distinguish between closely re-
lated sounds. 
3. Ability to pronounce, , enunciate, and articulate 
words accurately . 
4. Ability to follow directions. 
The important aspects of phonic readiness areas accord-
ing to Harris2 are as follows: 
1. The child should be able to hear the difference 
between words that sound somewhat alike. 
2. He should be able to detect whether two words 
1 Ibid, p . 351 
I 
2 Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Abili~, (New 
York: Longmens, Green an'(f""l;ompany, 19~) p. 163 
,I 
~-1 
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I! 
II 
'I 
I! 
begin with the ss.me sound or not. 
!l 
II 
_j; 
He shou.-=-1-=d=b=e· l 
able to l i sten to a word and supply two or three 1' 
other words the. t begin with the same sound. 11 
II 
3. He should be sensitive to rhymes, should be able 
I 
I 
to pick out words that rhyme e.nd supply words to [I 
rl 
rhyme with a g iven word. 
4. He should be able to hear s~ilarities and dif-
II 
'I 
II 
11 ferences in word endings. 
II 5. He should be able to heer similarities and dif- · 
I. ferences in middle vowels. !1 
I 6. He should be able to lis ten to the pronunciation /1 
,~ I 
11 of a word sound by s ound and fuse and blend the 
I sounds mentally so as to be able to recognize the ll 
.j word in tended. [j ~~ All these auditory abilities, however, can be i mproved I! 
lr considerably by special practice. 1 
li Bond and Bond's1 program of instruction in phonics startsi1 
11 with the initiHl letter sounds, such as s, p, g, then the 1 
J initial blends, such as st, pl, gr, and next the more imp ortant!' 
i il vowel sounds. Then the final sounds of words, such as ay, ull j l 
'I own should be taught followed by instruction in the word v a ria_ : 
I II 
l
j sounds, such as ing, ed, and s. II 
,[ The te aching of these elements should be done in the 11 
II II 
I' whole word situation and only the most important sounds should I, 
jl I 
,I I 
I 
II 
1 Guy L. Bond Hnd EvB Bond, Teaching the Child to Read, 
I: (New York: The Macmil lan Company, 1943) p:-163. 
=T-- t 
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/J I be taught. 
Durre11 1 recommended a complete program in word-analysis 
to include ear training, visual training for recognition and 
p rovision for independent use of the skills. 
McKee2 in 1948 suggested a program in independence word 
identification for grade three. This program includes: 
I. Phonetic P.nalysis 
A. Teach the first and second grade elements 
not leerned. 
1. FJ:his would include initial and speech 
consonants, en ding s, consonants blends, 
sh ort and long sounds of vowels, vowel 
blends, double vowels and some vowel 
rules. 
B. Teach the soft sound of c and g. 
C. Teach x and z in the final position only. 
D. Teach the following pa.rtially phonetic words 
a s sight words, but associate them togeth er 
e s sound groups: 
TI1ough, although, dough, ought, bou ght, 
brought, fought, thought, caught, taught, 
daughter, naughty. 
E. Teach the understanding that some letters 
Durrell, op. cit., p. 198. 
2 Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading, ~Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1948) pp. 299-300. 
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II 
II 
II 
sometimes have no sound. 
F. Develop the principle that c and g usually 
are soft before e, i, y. 
II. Structural Analysis 
A. Teach elements not le arned in grades one 
and two. 
B. Teach the suffixes, ful, less, er, or, 
added to k11.own words. 
C. Teach the endings n and en. 
D. Prefixes, bi, for, fore, un, re, added to 
known words . 
E. Develop the understanding that sometimes 
the meaning of a compound word can be built 
by "combining" or 11 connec ting11 the meaning 
of the two words that make up the compound 
word. 
F. Begin instruction i n the use of syllables. 
Many investigators have found a separate period for in-
I struction in auditory discriminations to be valuable. P~ong 
II these were Durrell, 1 l\lurphy , 2 Barden, 3 Crossley, 4 and Gould. 5 
II 
II 
II 
II 
/I 
II 
I! 
Durrell, op. cit., p. 200 
2 Iviurphy, op . cit. 
3Barden, op. cit. 
4 crossley, op. cit. 
5 Gould, op. cit. 
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Harris, 1 h owever , believes that: 
To function best phonics lessons should 
be made an integral part of instruction in 
both reading and spelling . Plans should 
include some attention to word anRlysis in 
the word study portion of the r e Rding lesson and 
also phonic analysis should form part of the 
method of studying spelling words. 
The preceding rese a rch seems to reveal the following im-
portRnt information: 
l. Children can do without Rnalysis only when their 
vocabul ary is small and the words are not similar 
in appe Rrance. 
2. 'l.1he first step in an analysis prog r am is ear tra ining 
or auditory discrimina tion. 
3. Specific tra ining in t h is are a improves learning r a te 
a n d r e ading achievement. 
4. 'l'raining helps beg inners in r e a.ding who hB.ve a sight 
vocabul2ry of 75 to 100 words as well as backwa rd 
readers . 
5. A separa te p e riod of 10 to 15 minutes seem s to be 
more helpful or it ma y be taught during the word study 
period in r eading or in the spelling period. 
6. It is p ossible to t e ach lette rs as b e g inning and 
e n ding s a.t t h e same time without causing confusion . 
7 . The p rog r am in the third gra.de should include instruc-
t i on in syllRbic a tion a.nd any of the elements not le a rn 
lHarris, op. cit., p. 296 
\ 
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first and second grades, 
l. Initial Consonants 
2. Initial Blends 
3. Final Consonants 
4 . Rhyming Words 
5 . Word Variants 
6. Work with vowels 
such as: 
II 
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CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION OF MATERIALS 
Purpose of study 
The purpose of this study is to build exe rcises in audita~ 
discrimination for use in the third grade. 
1ne writer found a great need for auditory exercises to 
supplement the word a.nalysis program outlined in the manua1 1 
accompanying the two basic re aders in the third grade. 
The first step in preparing the exercises was t he selecti~ 
of a vocabulary . Since Streets and Roads2 and ffiore Streets and 
Roads3 are the basic readers in the third grade, it was deci ded 
to use the vocabulary pre s ented in these books . as well as the 
vocabulary presented in the first and second g r ades from this 
same series. The complete vocabulary follows: 
l william s. Gray and i.illian Gray, Guidebook for Streets 
and Roads t:~. nd More Streets and Roads, New York: "SCOtt, F·ores-
man and Company, 1942, pp. 31, 3~. 
2 william S. Gray and M. H. ~..l"buthnot, Streets and Roads, 
· New York: Scott Foresman and Company, 1942 . --
3 --~--~---~~~~~=------------~~---' More Streets and Roads, New York: Scott F'oresman and Company,-194~--
a 
a 
and 
away 
b 
Baby 
ball 
big 
blue 
boat 
c 
-
can 
car 
come 
cookies 
1 
Words Found in We Look and See 1 
We Work and PIB:'y2 
We Come and ~ 
d in 0 
-
Dick is oh 
down it one 
f 1 p 
Father Jane play 
find jump puff 
for 1 r 
-
funny little red 
~ look run 
go m s 
-
h make Sally 
help me said 
here Mother see 
house my something 
i n Spot 
I not 
t 
the 
three 
Tim 
to 
two 
u 
up 
w 
wants 
we 
where 
work 
X 
yellow 
you 
1 w. s. Gray , D. Baruch and E. Montgomery, We Look and 
~~' New York: Scott, F'oresman and Company, 1940.--
2 
, We Work and 
P 1 a y, -....l\1,.-.,e...,.,~~,.. ....,Y"'"o""'r""""'k~: -..,..S'""'c,....,o,....,t""'L"'"t.. -, -£..-:;,,-=o~r~e,-:s~m~a=-=. n~':::"a~n~dr--"?C.,'o~m~p=-a~n=y~, l w.ro--
3 
, VVe _Qome and Go, 
New Tork: Scott, Foresman ana: Comp any, ...-1"'9'7r4""'0--
34. 
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2 
Words Found in Fun with Dick and J·anel 
-----
a cows guess m 
-
all d h m2.-ma 
am did happy mew 
Bnimals do have must 
are dog he n 
at doll hello new 
ate ducks hen no 
b e h ome now 
-
bRrn eat hop 0 
-
birthday eggs horses on 
b l a ck f i our 
bow-wow family into out 
boy farm j_ p 
bump fast Jack pe ts 
but four k pigs 
c Friends kittens please 
-
cat fun l pony 
ch ickens ~ laughed pretty 
children Grandfather likes q 
cluck Grandmother looked quack 
l~v. s. Gray snd L. Gray , F'un with Dick and Jane, New York: 
Scott, Foresman and Company , 1940 
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r u 
- -
rabbit under 
ran w 
-
I 
ride wanted 
I 
s was 
-
sat wel l 
saw went 
say wha t 
I 
school white 
she who 
so will 
soon with 
Susan y 
t yes 
-
tail 
talk 
thank 
that 
there 
they 
this 
Tom 
too 
toys 
37 
\Vords Found in Our New Friends 1 
a book e r-~ l ad 
-
-
af ter brown eat i ng g oing 
aga in bumped Ellen gray 
along Bunny everywhere green 
an busy every h 
another buy f had 
any c fat has 
-
apples called faster h ead 
as can't feed helped 
ask color fell her 
R.ske d coming felt hill 
b corn fine him 
ba ck could first his 
bang d five how 
basket dark fly hurry 
be day food l 
began dear found Jane's 
beh ind Dick's from Jill 
Bill dinner g Jim 
Billy don't galloping jump ed 
Bird door g ive just 
l w. s. Gray and L . Gray, Our New Friends, Ne w York: Scott 
l 40 
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k n pocket stopped 
know name poky store 
1 Nancy puppy story 
last nest push street 
laugh next pushed surprise 
let night put swish 
let's nothing r t 
-
lives nuts rain take 
looking 0 reads them 
-
lost of rode then 
m old robins t hings 
made once room think 
making op en rooster time 
man or running took 
many outdoors s town 
-
may over Sally's tree 
maybe p sang u 
merry-go- paint sleep umbrella 
round 
pa inted sleepy us 
met 
party slower v 
milk -
pa tty snow valentine 
moo 
peep 
morn:tng 
some very 
penny splash w 
Mr. 
.I Pe ter s quirrel wagon Mrs. 
p laying stop walk 
walked 
way 
wee 
were 
when 
which 
why 
wind 
wish 
woman 
y 
yard 
your 
39 
40 
4 
Words F'ound in F'riends and Neighbors 1 
a blow chimney drops 
-
about Bobby chinny-chin drum 
chin 
across boil Christmas e 
-
afrs.id both churn es.ch 
always breakfast circus early 
Ann bricks city earth 
answered Brother clean Elephant 
a round brought climb enough 
b build clothes ever 
bake building s coat eyes 
balloo.ns burn cock-a- f 
doodle-doo 
Bear buzz cold fall 
beaut iful by couldn't far 
because c country fence 
-
Bee cabbage cried field 
before cakes crow fire 
bell Calf cry fish 
best call cut flew 
be tter candy d floor 
bigger care didn't fool 
biggest cs.tch dig forget 
blew caw deep fox 
~ 
..._Lon cit 
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front honk long p ick 
full hot lot pie 
1£ huff m pi le 
game hungry minute p lace 
garden hurried miss plant 
gave i money plea sant 
goat if more porridge 
gone I'll mouse pot 
Goose I'm move potato 
go t 1 much potatoes 
grass Joe n pull 
Ground-hog John near q 
grows Johnny neighb~ors qu ick 
h jolly never r 
-
hair k nice rake 
Halloween keep noise ready 
hand kinds nose right 
handkerchief knew 0 roll 
-
hat 1 o'clock s 
-
heard large off Saturday 
herself l a.te own scare 
hide leaves E second 
high letter par ada seeds 
himself lights park seen 
I 
hole line pa.y shook 
people short I honey lion 
II 
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shout tell w 
shovel ten wait 
show t han wake 
side their watch 
sign third water 
silly those wigg les 
sister through window 
sit . tie winter 
six ting-a-ling wolf 
slow tired wonderful 
smal..l to - day won't 
smell together woods 
sniff told would 
soft tO-llOl"l'OW wouldn ' t 
sorry top z 
-
spring tre.in .Zeke 
stRnd tricks 
C<ta rt tr ied 
stay try 
stick turn 
sting u 
straw Uncle 
strings until 
sun use 
t v 
-
telephone visit 
43 
5 
a beside chairs dress 
-
above Betty change drink 
efternoon bite chatter drive 
a g o boards clock di'opped 
almost bought clowns dust 
alone box colder e 
-
angry boxes cool ear 
answer branch corner e a rn 
a.pron branches c ount Easter 
a rms bread cover easy 
aunt bridge crack else 
b bright cream end 
babies br:tng cries eng ine 
b Rd bugs d errand 
ba g s bumpety dances even 
baking butter dancing everybody 
bank c 
-
David excited 
bark cap detour f 
beca.me cart ding-dong face 
bed carried does fB.iry 
been c arry doesn't feather 
believes caught done few 
I 
I 1Loc. II cit-:-
II 
II 
I 
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fiddle hadn't it's lunch 
fill hammer I 've m 
fix happen 1 machine 
flour hard jay magic 
flowers harder joke maple 
follow hardly k matter 
foot haven't kept means 
forest having k itchen meet 
forgot hea r k itty men 
forth heavy knock middle 
friendly helper 1 might 
!!2 hiding lay Mo lly 
gate hippety lazy most 
gay hive leaf mouth 
gee se hoe learn moving 
getting hold left myself 
gobble hope legs n 
g oes hopped lift neck 
great horns listen need 
grew hotter living nickles 
grocery hung long noon 
g roceries hurt longer 0 
-
gruff i longest oak 
I• grunt ice loud often 
h inside louder only 
ha isn't loudest outside 
I 
I 
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I 
II oven quiet shall ste_r II 
I' quit II p sheep stamp II 
I paid r shoes still I 
-
pan reach shorter• steps 
paper real shortest still 
part really should stood 
past . remember shut storekeeper 
pa th rest since stra i ght 
pen riding sing strange 
Penny river skate strong 
perhaps roar skip such 
p ictures roller sleds sudden 
pink roof slide suddenly 
pins rope sliding summer 
plenty· rose slowly supper 
p oint s 
-
sly sure 
policeman sad smaller surely 
pond Sam smsrt t 
pooh same smile t2.bles 
poor sand smiling taking 
present Sandy sounds tall 
proud save squawk tap 
pumpkin screams squeak taste 
q scrub squeal terrible 
queer seems stairs that's 
quickly sell station these 
I 
I 
II 
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t h resh wasn't young 
I 
ting wa ve yourself 
Tonimy 1 s weather 
II tonight weed 
II touch week 
I 
I tOW8.rd wet 
I trap what's 
trip wheat 
troll while 
trot whisper 
t ruck whole 
turtle wide 
tweet wife 
u wild 
u gly wings 
up side wise 
v wonder 
vil l a ge woodpecker's 
vine words 
voice wren 
w write 
waddle X 
wa g years 
j 
wagged yesterdB.y I 
II warm yet 
I! wash you'll 
6 
Word s F ound in Street s Pn d Roads 1 
a begin c clover 
able behave cabin coins 
a gainst belonged cage complain 
ahead below card cook 
2 ir Benny cHrefully course 
airpls.nes berry cave crash 
a lre Pdy. between chance crawling 
also bicycles chase crept 
among bits cheese croaked 
anybody block child cross 
apHrt bobbing chip crowd 
app &"1red bothered chipmunk crown 
asleep bottom chocol2 te crumbs 
automobiles brave chuckle cub 
awful breath chug cups 
b buggy circle cupboard 
band bunch clam d 
beat buses cls.pped danger 
beaver bushes clever dare 
become buttons closed dashed 
begged cloth daughter 
lw. s; Gray, iii. H. Arbuthnot, Streets and Roads, New 
Yo k: Scott F'oresman and Comoa.n · 1942. 
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deer enjoying frighten hay 
d.esks evening frisky he'd 
different f frog hee-haw 
dirt fe.ir frosting heel 
disappear fancy fruit held 
dived farther fur he'll 
doe fastened I£ hid 
dollar fawns g ifts hind 
Don feel g iraffes hit 
donkey felt g iven hitched 
dozens fierce glanced ho 
drawing fifth glasses holly 
drew f:i.ght gnawed hour 
drove finally gold huge 
dry finish golden Hulda 
during fisherman grabbed hundred 
e flames grove hunt 
-
eaten flapped growl hurrah 
edge flat grown-up husband 
eight flood grumble hut 
either Fluffytail guests i 
eleva tor foolish h I 'd 
eleven forward half idea 
elf free Jitall inn 
empty Priday hang instead 
enemy fright hate invited 
I 
I 
I ~ 49· 
j limb mud pears 
jacket load n picnic 
-
jam loaf nails pillow 
jingle lock nap pieces 
joined logs naughty p lan 
joy loose nibbled plates 
juicy loved nine playmate 
k lovely nobody poked 
-
kic k ing lower north polite 
k ing luck notice pool 
knees m 0 popped 
- -
l maiden oho porch 
-
lad ma rching orange pounded 
ladder meadow other poured 
lady meal ought p rancing 
laid mice owl pretending 
landed mile E princess 
leading mind Paddle prize 
lean mine Puddy probably 
leaped mischie J ous page promise 
mistake / led pail Puckity 
lesson moment palace purple 
licked Monday p assed p uzzled 
lie monkey p a sture 3 
life moon paws queen 
Lily mountain peanuts 
~-
- ---' ~-
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Tippy w 
toe wall 
tongues wasps 
toot wearing 
trade welcome 
traveling we 'll 
treasure wheel 
treat whistle 
trimmed whoa 
true wicked 
trunk win 
Tuesday wink 
twenty-nine witch 
twice woke 
twin wooden 
twisted wore 
u world 
uncover worse 
underneath worth 
unde r stand wrong 
unhappy y 
unless yawn 
useful 
v 
-
vacation 
velvet 
'1 
1i1Jords Found in More Streets and Roads 1 
a 
ace ident 
2. c count 
ached 
act 
added 
admired 
admitted 
adventure 
e.ge 
s greed 
ah 
Aiken-"'"'rum 
aimed 
aisle 
alarm 
alike 
a live 
allow 
aloud 
American 
a.mused 
announced 
a.ntlers 
arrived 
arrow 
ashamed 
ashes 
attic 
autumn 
axes 
b 
baggage 
bait 
b R. re 
barga in 
Bartholomew 
basement 
bath 
beach 
beaming 
beard 
beast 
beauty 
beggar 
bent 
Betsy 
blankets 
blazed 
bleated 
Blednock 
blinking 
boasting 
body 
bold 
bonnet 
bounce 
bawl 
brand 
break 
bride 
broad 
broken 
brownie 
built 
burro 
bu shels 
butted 
c 
calves 
camera 
camp 
Canada 
candles 
Carlos 
carpenter 
carriage 
cas tle 
cattle 
ceiling 
celebrate 
center 
certainly 
charged 
chatted 
check 
cheeks 
cheered 
l w. Gray , M. H. Arbuthnot, More Streets e.nd Roads, New 
_E_gresman Compan- 194~ ---- -
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53 
chewed cousin dismond except 
ch ief creaking die excitement 
chilly creatures dim exclaimed 
chopped creep ing directions excuse 
Cinderella cruel d isapp o in ted e xpected 
claws crust discover explains 
cle a red cunning dishes f 
click curling distance fact 
clinging curving dock fe.il 
cloak cus tomers dreary faint 
clouds d drift fault 
clung damp dug f a vorite 
coach dangerous duke fear 
coals d arkness Duncan feast 
coas t darted dust fed 
coaxed dead dye fifteen 
collecting delay e 
-
fifty 
commanded deliciou s e agerly figures 
company delight electric fingers 
conductor d eliver eng ineer firmly 
contained den enormous fit 
contest depa rtment entered flash 
cord desert entrs nce flip 
cotta ge desire escape fond 
counters destroying exactly footmen 
couple detective excellent forenoon 
r 
\ 
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fortune ham instant l ea ther 
forty happiness in tei'e sting lid 
freezer harm introduce lightning 
frowning haste iron limp 
furniture haystack 1 linen 
g hearth jars lizards 
g azed heat jerk loop 
gentle hedg e jewel lo se 
g entlemen Herbert J-oan lumber 
George herd journey lying 
g iants hoarse J-udy m 
g i ggle hoofs k magnificant 
g laring hook kettle Main 
glowing howled killed majesty 
g lue hugg ing kindness manag ed 
godmother hunger kissed marble 
g oodness i knelt marked 
g orgeous imagine knife market 
g owns immediately knothole married 
Gr anny important l Martin 
greet impossible lake Mary 
grinning inch Lambkins matches 
gun indeed lamp meant 
h Indian languag e meat 
hail inquired lap melt 
hal ted insisted laughter members 
II 
'I 
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I 
'I Mexican offer pleasure rapidly I 
Mexico office plow rat 
midnight opossums plump rather 
mixed ordered poles r a ttling 
model ourselves Polly r ea son 
moose p porcupine remain 
monster package Porky repeated 
motorboat pa cked possible replied 
mount pair posts rescue 
n parents pouch Ricky 
narrow parrot practicing robe 
neat p assenger prairie Robert 
necklace patch prep2.re ruffled 
n either p atiently President rumbling 
nephew peaches p rick s 
-
newspapers pearls prince s2.ddle 
Nick peddler protected safety 
nodding peeked Punch s t=~ tisfied 
none peeling puppet saucer 
nonsense pel ican q sc a rlet 
number perfectly question scent 
0 perform quills scooped 
-
oars perfumed quite scrambled 
obeyed Philip r scraps 
-
ocean pin cushion ra g e . s·crR tch 
odd plain ranch scurrying 
---
56 
\i search slept stared sweater [1 
I 
starving 
'I selfish slice 
sweeping 
il send slid steady swiftly I • steaming sw i mming I sentences slipper 
I 
II serious slipping steer swings 
II settled snug stew swung 
I 
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II 
I towel we've I 
I tovver whether 
li 
tracks whiz 
trails whom 
'I 
I 
I 
tremble Vfuoofy 
I 
trouble whose 
tub wide-awake 
tucked Wilfred 
tumbled wipe 
tunnel women 
turnips woolen 
t welve worms 
twinkle worried 
u wrapped 
understood y 
unl a tched yelled 
usua lly you ' d 
v you've .•. 
ve getables 
visitor 
w 
wa.nd 
wandered 
warning 
waste 
weak 
After selecting the vocabulary, the next step was to ex-
Pmine the menual 1 provided vvith the basic rAHders to find the 
nhonetic elements to be tHught at the t h ird g r ade level. 
The following elements were found to be a.n imp ortant pPrt 
of the word analysis program at the th ird grade level : 
1. Vowels and Vowel Combinations 
2. Two a.nd Three Syllable viords 
3. Prefixes u n , dis , re 
4 . Suffixes ful, er, est, ly, ish , en 
While r ead ing S treets and Roads , 2 the first book of the 
t h ird gr ade, a review of the c on sonant b l ends was sug gested. 
The s nort a n d long sounds of the vo wels; the vowels blended 
with r, o followed by u and w, and oo were presented. Two 
syllable words with the common variant sounds of the vowels 
were introduced. The suffixes, en, ful, er, ish , i n, un, er, 
a and al 2 s syllables; compound words and th e har d and soft 
sounds of c and g were inclu ded. 
While r eading More StreE?ts and Roads, 3 the second book of 
t he third grfl de, the follovving elements were pre s en ted: ex-
in- ns syllables; three syllable words; y a s a con sonant and 
a vowel; word v2ri a. nt es; div is ion of syllables with one or 
two c onsonants following the vowel and accented syllables. 
1 vV. S. crray and L . Gray, Guidebook for Streets and Roads 
and More Streets and Roads, New York: Scott, F'oresm'8:"Yland 
Compa ny , 1942 , pp: 31-3~ 
2 Grsy, op . cit. 
3 Gray . op. cit. 
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I The t h ird step vvas the writ ing of the auditory exe rcises. 
1
1 
In each l es son, the sound element i s introduced by asking t h e 
! children to listen to some words co n taining the element to be 
11 t au ght . 1ne children pronounce these words after t h e t eacher 
I 
1: and t h e words are written on the bo 8rd. Next an exercise to 
J) g ive more practice on the sound element is pres en ted such a s : 
Today we are g oing to li sten to the short sound of the 
vowel ua 11 in some words. 
Listen. 
am and app le 
Did you h ee. r short nan at the beg inning of these words? 
I 
I 
Listen and say them aft e r me . 
I am and apple 
1! ( Write them on the board and unde rline the 11 e-" in each.) 
Here a re some o ther words that be g in with short 11 a 11 • 
Listen and say them a fter me. 
as at act attic 
I 
;/ 
ashes axes an im::=tl as k 
Here e.re some other wor ds with short 11 a 11 in the middle. 
I 
II sad tap pan 
T 
·j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
Say them after me . 
pan sad tap 
!I ( Write them on the bo2.rd and underline the 11 a 11 i n each.) 
Lis ten and say these words after me. They a ll have short II 
I' "a" I in them . 
II 
li 
' 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
1: 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II I 
/I 
back cat fa.st h ad jam 
lad man pa t ran sack 
weg bad band bank catch 
dash fat flap flat hand 
V!Jha t sound was in each word? Ye s, s h ort 118. 11 . 
Who can answe r t hese ques tions with a word that ha.s the 
short ua" sound in it? 
l. Vvl1.a t animal says, 11 lVle ow? 11 Cat. 
2 . WhePe do you save your money? Bank. 
3. What i s the opposite to slow? Fast. 
4. 1JVhat WOT'd means the oppos ite to thin? Fat . 
5. Wh a t do y ou we a r on y ou r head? Ha t. 
6. vVhat do you carry groceries in? Bag . 
.Another type of lesson was presented for more pract ice on 
t he shor t and long sounds of the vowels . In t h i s type word 
p Arts were pre sented c on t a ining eithe r t he s hort or t he l ong 
sound of the vowel. 'l'he ch il dr e n were asked to think of words 
con taining t h ese word parts. The exe r ci se on short 11 a 11 illus -
trates t h is lesson. 
II 
II 
:I 
I 
I' 
,I 
I 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
11 
I 
' Yester day we listene d to the short nan sound in some 
Listen to t he se word parts th2t have short 1a 11 i n them . 
words •II 
Say I) 
,, 
! 
.I 
I 
I 
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II them after me. 
I and am at 
( Write them on the board.) 
Let's see i f we can think of some words that have these 
word pHrts in them. 
and am at 
Yes. 
h::.md ham hat 
sand Sam cat 
Here are some other word parts. See if you can think of 
words with these word p~rts in them. If you can I'll draw an 
app le on the board for you and put your i n itials on it. 
Listen to these word parts . 
ack ad an ap ag 
( Vl[ri te them on the board .) 
Now let's see how many app les you will get. 
Review lessons e re g iven af t er every seven lessons, but at 
the beg inning of most of the le s sons the element presented t h e 
p revious day is r e viewed. 
This study contains 56 exercises . These exercises are 
planned for ten minutes a da y to be g iven in a sep a rate 
per iod from the r eading or spelling lessons. 
It is hoped that these exercises will increase auditory 
discrimination in the third grade. 
I 
It 
I 
I 
1/ 
I 
I 
II 
I 
[I 
I 
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APPEND IX 
..•.. --·~ 
Lesson 1 
Blends-nbrn and "tr" 
Today we are going to lis ten to words that begin with 11 br 11• 
brand break broad 
\i'l.hat were the first two letters in those words? Yes, "br 11 • 
Listen and say them after me. 
brand break broad 
( Write them on the board.) 
Here e.re some other words that begin with 11 br11 • Close 
your eyes and say them af t er me . 
bride broke n brownie branch 
brave bread brea kfast branches 
Those words all began with "brlf . 
See if you can answer these que s tions with words that 
beg in w i th 11 b r 11 • 
l . Wha.t do we eat in the morning? Breakfas t. 
2. What do we put butte r on? Br ead. 
3 . Vfuat is our school made of? Bricks. 
4. ·wh a t is a color that begins with 11 br 11 ? Br own . 
Th is time we shal l hear a different sound at the beginning 
of these words . 
tra cks trails tremble 
ViJ.ho can tell me the first two letters they hear in these 
1 
words? YeS " trtt . 
' 
Listen and s ay them a.fter me. 
' 
-
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1 
(Write t h em on the bo ard.) 
He re a r e s ome othe r words be g i nn ing with 11 tr 11 • Li s te n and I 
s ay them aft e r me. 
try trunk true train 
tr ouble troll trim tree 
Those words be g in with 11 tr 11 • 
See if you can answer the se que s tions with words be g i nning 
with Htr" . 
l. vV.ha t is one p Grt of a tree? Trunk. 
2. Wh a t do e s a h orse do? Trot. 
3. Vfuat c an you g o to Boston on? Train. 
4. What do e s a train run on? Tracks. 
Let's pl ay a gsme. Ve sha l l h2ve two teams. I 'll s ay 
some words. You must write t h e fir s t two lette rs on t h e boa rd. 
I f t hey are right, you ma ke one point for your team. Let ' s sre 
wh ich t e am wins. 
Li s ten. 
trouble trade breath brick 
trap bridge travel tr easure 
bright treat tree bring 
trick brother tried trim 
brought brown trip brave 
Good. 
Now let's see h ow many words we can think of be g inning 
With 11 br" a nd 11 tr 11 • Let's see whether we will get more " br" 
words or more 11 trn words. 
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Ji 
1 
11 tr". 
11 tr 11 ? 
Lesson 2 
Blends- 11 gr", 11 dr 11 , and nfr 11 
Yesterday vve li s tened to words beginning with 11 br11 and 
Wh o can tell us some words that begin with ubr 11 an,d 
Good. 
Vmo can tell me the first two letters in these words ? 
Granny greet grinning 
Yes, 1 gr". 
Say these words after me. The y begin with 11 gr". 
grab grandfather grandmother 
grass gray great 
green grew groceries 
grocery ground-hog grove 
grow growl grown-up 
gruff grumble grunt 
What sound did you hear at the beg inning? Yes, " grn. 
Close your eyes and listen. 
dreary drift draw dress 
What sound did you hear at the beginning? Yes, 11 dr 11 • 
Listen ag ain for more 11 dr 11 words and say them after me. 
dry drum drove 
drink drew dropped 
What sound did you heRr at the beginning of these words? 
I Ye s , u dr 11 • 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
:I 
II 
Jl 
II 
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I 
T the Listen and see if you can tell me the letters that are at beg inning of these words. 
freezer frowning free 
Y 11 fr 11 • es, 
Say them after me. 
freezer frowning free 
(Write them on the board.) 
Here ar e some more words that begin with 11 f r 11 • Say them 
after me. 
Friday friend fright 
frisk-y frog friendly 
frighten from fr os ting 
What did you hear at the beginning? Yes, 11 fr 11 • 
There is one word missing i n these sen t ences. n1e firs t 
three missing words begin with 11 gr 11 • I wonder wh o will guess 
t hem.. 
Ready . 
1. The grass is . ( green } 
----
'"""2. An animal that is sometimes called a woodchuck 
is a . (groundhog) 
----
3. To snatch something means to it. ( gra_b) 
1'I ow the missing words begin with ttdr 11 • 
l. Girls wear . (dre s ses) 
2. Children like to . (draw) 
3. When we are t h irsty, we take a . (drink) 
I 
I 
I
ll 
II 
II 
I 
I 
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!j Now the mi s sing words be g in with 11 f r 11 • 
I 
1. Thur s day comes before --------· (Friday) 
2. An an i mal that has bulging eyes and leaps about 
is- a. • (frog ) 
3. Jl!.[other puts on the top of cake s. (frost-
ing) 
4. The opp osite to a.n enemy is a---~. ( frJend) 
No w let 1 s see how many words ';lOU can think of that be g in 
( Wr ite them on t he b oard .) 
gr dr fr 
II I, 
'I ! 
. .... .: ~ . ": :, 
Lesson 3 
Vowels and Short 
Yesterday, we listened to 11 a-r 11 
a ' 
"ott 
11 dr 11 , and " fr 11 • Tell me 
They are 
Y is a funny letter. Sometimes it is called a vowel and 
somet imes it's a con sonant. 
Let's read the n2mes of the vowels-a, e, i, o, u, and 
sometimes y. 
Vowels ha ve many sounds. Sometimes they have a long sound 
and sometimes they have a short sound . They have other sounds, 
too. 
Today we are g oing to listen to the vowel 11 ou. It is at 
the be g inning of each of these words. 
Listen . 
of on odd 
This is the short sound of "o". Listen and say t he word s ~~ after me. 
II 
I 
I 
of on odd 
What sound did you hear e.t the beg inning of e&ch word? 
~~ Yes, sh ort " o". 
1! Listen to these words. IJ.1hey all have short 11 o 11 in the 
I
I 
1
1 middle. 
t 
I 
II 
II 
I! 
/I 
II 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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j/ Bob drop b ox I 
I' Say them Hfter me. 
I 
Bob drop box 
(Write words on the board . Ha ve some one underline "on in each 
word.) 
I 
Here are some other words that have sh ort " o" in the 
I 
I 
mi ddle. 
I 
Say them after me. 
Don fox doll got 
hop hot loc k rock 
log not pop Spot 
VJha t sound did you he a r in the middle? Yes, short "o" . 
Let 's ple.y a game. 
These are names of s ome animals. Listen and f ind the 
ones that have short 11 0 n sound in the middle. Stand when you 
heP..r one. 
pig cow fox tig er lion 
rob in 
Here are some neme s. Stand when you h ea r a name with a 
short 11 o 11 i n the middle . 
Bil l y Bob Dick James 
Tom John Jim Joe 
Molly Mary Pol ly Grace 
Listen to thes e quest ions. 'lhe an swers al l have the shor 
II 0 II sound in them. 
1. ~Jhat sound does a turkey make? Gobble . 
2. Wh a t does a rabbit do? Hop. 
II II 
r 
:I 
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3. vVhat is another word for a stone? Rock. I 
4. What are p2 rrots usually called? Polly. 
5. 1JVha t word means it cannot be found? i,os t . 
6 . Wh at is the oppos ite to cold? Hot. II 
itc! l: I 7 . What boy's nickname h as the short no" sound in 
I 
II Bob. Tom. 
I 
I 
8. Wh e.t word means a wharf or pier? Dock. 
9 . Wh at word means some thing strange or queer? Odd . 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I' 
I! 
I' 
II 
I' 
I 
I' 
'I 
I I 
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I 'I I . 
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I 
I I! I 
1/ 
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.I 
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I' 
II 
,, 
li 
Lesson 4 
I I, 
il 
Short 11 on with Word Parts 
II Yesterday we listened to t h e vowel 11 o 11 in some words. Who II 
II remembers what sound of 11 o 11 it was? 
I 
Yes, the short 11 0 11 sound. jl li 
I Listen to these wor d par ts. li 
II 
I 
ox op ot 
(Write them on t he boBrcL ) 
They all have sh ort 11 o 11 in them . Let's see if you can I 
I'll do I tell me any words that ha.ve these vv ord pFrts in them . 
one for you . Box ha s ox in it. Now let's see if you can tell 
I me any words with these word parts in them. 
J
1 
ox op ot 
/I 
II 
I 
Yes. 
fox drop stop h ot 
I 
I 
Listen to these word parts that have sh ort 11 o" in them . 
I 
ock olly ob 
1 ( Wri te them on the board.) 
II 
II Let 
1 s see j_f you can think of words that have ock, olly, 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
or ob in them. 
--------1 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
1: 
!j 
,, 
II 
II 
ll 
I 
I 
I 
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Lesson 5 
Long "o" 
This week we listened to the short sound of 11 o 11 in words. 
I! W"no can tell me some words tha t have short 11 o" in them? I 1 ll 
II 
/1 write them on the board. 
Tod ay we are going to listen to the long sound of the 
vowel 11 o11 • When 11 o 11 is long , we say it says its name which is 
n 0 u like in 11 boat 11 • 
Listen to thes e vvords. They h ave the long sound of 1o 11 i n 
them. Say t h em after me. 
boat cold drove 
( Write them on the boar•d and underline the 11 o 11 in each.) 
What sound did you hear in each? Yes, long 1 o 11 • 
jl. 
I 
I 
Ill 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
Here . are some othe r word~? with long 11 o 11 in them. Say 
/, 
II 
them/j 
a fter me. 
i! 
I 
jl I~ 
coat clothes doe go 
goat gold hole hold 
Joe loaf load most 
I Let 's see if you can tell me the missing words in these 
/ sentences. 
VVhat sound did hear? Yes, long 11 o 11 • you 
They Hll ha ve long non in them. 
1. Dick dug a (hole) 
2. Mother said, 11 II 
-----
(no or hello) 
(coat) 3. In winter I wear a 
II 
,I 
I! I 
I 
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ij 
,I 
4. We go sailing in a --------- (boat) 
5. Mother wants a of bread . (loaf) 
----
Let's p lay a game . If you can tell me a word with long 
Jl "o" in it, I'll drRw a bo r-t for you and put your nBme on it. 
'' Let 1 s see how many children will have a boa.t. 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
1: 
II 
:I 
/r 
il 
II 
II ,, 
'I 
I' 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
,, 
II 
I! 
II 
I' 
.I 
I' 
., 
II 
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II 
I 
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I 
I 
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Lesson 6 
Long " on with Word Parts 
Yesterday we li s tened to long 11 o11 in some words. 
Listen to these word p Prts tha t h Pve long 11 o11 in them. 
old oat 0 
(Vvrite them on the boBrd.) 
Let's see if you can t ell me any words with these word 
p e.rts: 
old oa t 0 
Yes. 
cold coat go 
gold goat no 
Lis ten to these word p2.rts and say them afte r me. 
ole oke oak ove ose ow 
They a ll had long "o" in them. 
Tell me any words with these word parts. 
Let's play a game . We'll h ave two teams. You make one 
po int for your t eam if you c an tell me whether you hear long 
" o 11 or short 11 o 11 in these words. 
on coat loaf drop 
go so no rock 
close box Joe boat 
dog doe fox got 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
!I ,, 
-I 
I 
I 
II 
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Lesson 7 
11 or 11 
,, 
We listened to long no" and short "o" words. 
1: s. re going to listen to "o" with "r". ;i 
11 Listen to these words vvith the "or" sound. 
,/ 
II 
for corn 
lJVha t sound did you hear? Yes norn. 
' 
Say them Pfter me . 
corn fork 
horse 
horse 
II it (Write them on the bo 2rd and underline 11 oru.) 
I 
'l'oday we 
1: 
He re are some others vvi th 11 or 11 • Li s ten and say them 
'I II 
i 
I 
I 
! 
'I 
II 
me. 
short corner north fork 
sh orter morning horn born 
'vVb.a t sound did you hear? Yes, 11 or 11 • 
Let ' s see if y ou can answer these questions. The 
I 
II answers have "or" in them. 
/· 
I 
I! 
1. When do we wake up? Morning . 
2 . Wnat animal gallops? Horse. 
3. VVh P. t do we eH t with? Fork . 
4 . VVha t can you blow? Horn. 
,, 
,, 
il 
5 . What is the opp osite to long? Short. 
Here is a ho rse. VV.ho wants to ride on the h orse? You 
'j 
il 
must t el l me a word thet has 11 or" in it like h orse to get a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/I 
I 
,, 
II 
I 
,I 
'I 
I, 
II 
,, 
.I 
II 
I 
I 
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Lesson 8 
Review 
1. Blends 11 br 11 , "tr" 11 gr" 
' . ' 
II dr II , II fr" 
2. Short "o" 
3. Long 11 0 11 
4. "or11 
This week we listened to words be g inning with 11 br" , ntr", 
" gr 11 , " drn, 2.nd "fr11 • 
(Write blends on board.) 
Let's pl2.y a g ame tod2.y with these blends. 
Here are five c a rds. Write one of the s e blends on each 
c a rd. 
I'll s2.y a word. You must hold up t h e ca rd t h at tells 
t h e two l e tters you heard at the beg inn ing. :L,et's do one 
tog ether. Dicta te green. Yes, ho l d up your "gr" card. 
Listen c Brefully. 
trade branch draw gr a b 
free grand- dress train 
father 
br a ve Friday br e ath grass 
friend trap gray brick 
travel dry bridge growl 
Good. 
Now I 111 g ive you three more c s rds. ·write long "o11 , 
short "o", and nor" on t h ese c a rds. If you hear a word that 
80 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'f 
I 
~~ has long "o 11 like in nose , hold up your long "o" card. If y ou 
·1 h e fl r sn ort 11 o" like in not, hold up y our sh ort 11 o 11 card and if 
J you hear 11 o" 
I I Ready . 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
- I 
I 
I 
I 
Good. 
I 
I 
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Lesson 9 
Blends-11 bln, ncl 11 , 11 sl 11 a s Be g inning Blends 
Today we are g oing to listen to words that begin like : 
block blankets blaze 
( Write the words on the board.) 
Vif.l.1.at two letters do these words begin with? Yes, 11 bl 11 • 
Listen a.nd say the words after me . 
block blankets blaze 
Listen to some other words that begin with 11 bl 11 • 
black blew blow bleated 
Blednock blinking blue 
vVha t two l etters did you heBr at the beginning? Yes, "bl 11• 
Now let's see who can tell us words t hat b e gin with " bl 11 • 
I (Write them on bo r. r d and h ave someone underline 11 bl " in each.) 
.I 
I 
II 
Listen to these words . They begin with two different 
letters . 
claws click cloak 
W'no c an tell me the two l etters that make one sound? Yes, 
11 cl " . 
I am going to say some words. Tell me all the ones you 
heRr thAt begin with 11 cln. Ready . 
ball coat cleared 
run come clinging 
hop scramble candles 
II 
II 
II 
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I j 
II clouds coa.ck clung 
box clam house 
horse cla.p clean i 
I hope cl ever clock 
I 
No w Let's see how many can g ive me words that begin with jl 
I ucln . 
Listen to these words and tell me the first two let ters 
sla_p sled sleepy 
Yes, they are "sl 11 • I 
Here ar e some other words thB. t begin with 11 sl" . 
After me . 
Say them I 
I 
II 
Diets. te: 
slept slice slid 
slippers slipping 
What s ound did you h ear a.t the be g inning? Yes, 11 sl 11 • 
Let ' s pl2.y a game. 
This is a slide. :Get's see if you can g o down the slide . 
You must s~y three words that be gin with 11 bln, ncl 11 , and 11 sl" . 
'I ,, 
I 
I' 
---
il 
I 
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Less on 10 
Be g inn ing and l<,inal Sp e ech Blend- 11 sh" 
I 
We l i stene d to 11 b l 11 , 11 cl 11 and 11 sl 11 words yes t erday . \riho 
CPn tell me a word beg inning with these b len ds? I 
Today we Are go ing t o li s ten to words· that b e g in with 11 s h 11 / 
Lis ten. 
Dictate: 
shap e sh elf shelter 
Wh a t is the first s ound you h ear? Yes, 11 sh11 • 
VVhat doe s 1 sh11 sound like? Yes , it s ounds a s if you were 
telling s omeone t o be quiet. 
Here are some other words that beg i n with 0 sh11 • 
L i sten and s ay t hem af t e r me. 
Dicta te: 
shivering shone shoats 
shop shot shoved 
shy 
What s ound did you h ear a t the beginning? Ye s, 11 sh11 • 
See if you can guess the right word I 'm thinking of. 
wor d must beg i n with 11 sh11 • 
I 'm thinki ng of a word thB t meA ns! 
1. not ve r y long (short) 
2. the oppos ite t o dull (sharp) 
3. someth ing y ou wear on your feet (shoes) 
4 . to speak very loud · (shout) 
5. to close (shut) 
6 . you are not in the sun (shade) 
rl Listen and tell me where you h e sr "sh" in these words . 
1 Now I'll find out who has sha rp ears. 
II 
II 
II 
I 
j 
I 
I' 
Listen. 
Dictate: 
dash finish fish 
Vvhere was the 11 sh11 ? Yes, at the end . 
:Wi s ten to some other words thl", t end in 11 sh11 • Say them 
I/ after me. 
II push rush swish 
I thresh flash selfish 
:Wet's play a g ame. 
We ' ll h ave two teams. You make one point for your te am 
if you g i ve the right answer . 
I ' ll say some words with 11 shn in them . You must tell me 
whether• you he1:1r 11 sh11 at the beg inning or the end of the word. 
Ready. 
Die tate: 
shade shadow swish 
selfish shake shall 
shBrp thresh dash 
she sheep shell 
flash rush shiny 
push shook smash 
I 
I' 
,I 
I 
,, 
II 
I 
-I 
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Good. 
Now let's see how many words we can think of that either 
be g in or end with "sh11 • 
Tell me where the "sh" is. 
I 
II 
I 
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Lesson 11 
Short "a" 
Yesterday we listened to the sound 11 sh11 • Tell me some 
words be g inning or ending with "sh11 • 
Today we are go ing to listen to the short sound of the 
li vowel 11 a 11 in some words. Listen. 
II 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
il 
!i (Write 
I ~ 
Die ta. te: 
am and apple 
Did you hea.r short 11 a 11 at the beginning of these words? 
Listen and say them after me. 
am and apple 
them on board and underline the ttau in each .) 
Here are some other words that begin with short nan . 
11 Listen and say them after me. 
:I 
.I 
II 
I 
Dictate: 
as at act attic 
ashes axes animal ask 
Here are some other words with short na" in the middle . 
pan sad tap 
Say them after me. 
pan sad tap 
( Write them on the b o ard and underline the 11 a" in each.) 
Yv'hat sound did you hear in each? Yes, short "an . 
Listen and say these words after me. They a ll hB.ve short 
-~~-
1, 
I 
_ I 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
l1 
il 
I 
! I .. 
I 
II 
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,I 
if 
"au in them.. 
II 
I' back cat fast had jam 
lad man nap ran sack 
Wag bad band bank catch 
dash fat flap flat hand 
WhHt sound was in each word? Yes, short "a". 
vVho can answer these questions with a word t hat has the 
short 11 a 11 sound in it? 
l. \!Vhat animal says, 11 Me ow? 11 Cat.) 
2. Where do you save your money? Ba_nk. 
3. VtJha t is the opposite to slow? Past . 
4 . W!w t word means t he opposite to t hin? .!:' 'at . 
5. Wh at do you wear on your head? Hat . 
6. iiiJha t do you carry groceries _in? Bag . 
Lesson 12 
Short 11 a 1' with Word Parts 
Yeste rday we li s tened to the short 11 a 11 sound in some 
words. 
Listen to the se word p Rrts th F.t t have short ua 11 in them. 
SR y them a.f ter me . 
and am at 
( Write them on the bo a rd .) 
1j Let ' s 
I word p2rts 
see if we ca n think of some words t h Ht have these 
in them. 
and am at 
Yes. 
hand ham hat 
sand Sam cat 
Here are some other word p Arts. See if you can think of 
words with these word p arts in them. If you can I'll draw an 
app le on the board and write your initials on it. 
Li s ten to these word pArts. 
ack ad an ap ag 
( Write them on the b oard .) 
Now let's see h ow many app l es you will get. 
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Lesson 13 
Yesterday we listened to short 11 an in words. VV'no can 
tell me a word with short 11 a 11 in it? 
Today we ar·e g oing to listen to long 11 a 11 in words. 
bake cave gave 
What sound did you hear in the middle? Yes, long 11 a 11 • 
VVha.t is the long sound of "au? A. Yes, we say "au says 
its name when it is long. I 
Here are some other words with long "an in them. Say them / 
after me. 
age fa :tl gaze hay 
hate lay late laid 
make save may page 
pay safe sail same 
W'nat sound did you hear in the middle? Good, long "a". 
Let'-s see who - can be smart enough to answer these ques-
tions. 'l11e a.nswers must have long nan in them. Ready. 
1. VVha t are very little ch ildren called~ Babies . 
2. vi/hat do some bo r ts have? Sails. 
3. What word means the opposite to like? Hate. 
4. vi/ha t do children like to do in ·w inter? Sk8te. 
5. Vi/hat does your mother bake? Cake. 
6. What word means to look at? Gaze. 
·r- ~~ 
'I 
I 
11 
I 
·I 
I 
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7. V~a t does your f a ther get for working? Pay . 
8 . Wh At do we write on'? Paper . 
9 . Wh ::J t does a f ai'mer feed h is horse? Hay. 
I 
li 
II 
li 
I 
Jl 
II 
il 
I' 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
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Lesson 14 
Long 11 a'' with Word Parts 
Yesterday we li s tened to long 11 a 11 in some words. Listen 
to these vvord p :::rts with long 11 a 11 in them. 
ay age arne 
What sound did you hesr in each? Yes, long 11 a 11 • 
Let's see if you can tell me any words that have these 
word p s rts in them. 
ay age arne 
(Wr ite them on the board.) 
Yes . 
hay psge same 
say ca ge came 
Listen to these word parts. 
ake ail ate afe 
aid ale ave HZe 
(Write them on board.) 
Let's see _how many words you can think of with these word 
parts. I 1ll.make a cake on t he board. If you tell me a word 
with long 11 a 11 in it, I 1 ll cut a piece of cake for you a.nd put 
-
your initials on . ..._ l v. 
li 
li ===========i~l =====================================================================~========== 
II II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
'I 
Lesson 15 I 
11 a 11 w i th 11 r 11 I 
We have li s tened to both the long and s nort sounds of the 
vowel, 11 an . Today we are g oing to listen to another sound of 
na11 . This sound is 11 a 11 with 11 r 11 • 
Li s ten to these words . 
barn bark car 
Did you he Rr the sound of nan vv ith 11 r 11 ? 
Here ore some other words with the 11 ar" sound. Say them 
_after me . 
card dark fax• 
fArm farmer farther 
hard large march 
WhHt sound did you hea r? Yes, t h e 11 a r 11 sound. 
Here ere some sentences. One word is missing. The miss-
ing word h 8s t h e narn sound in it. See if you c an tell me 
t h e missing word. 
1. The fox put something black and sticky on the baby -
doll. It was (tar) 
2 . vve play in the school (ya rd) 
3. Cows live on a (farm) 
4. A man who h RS a f a rm is cal led a (farmer) 
5. Vve like to go for F.l ride in a (c a r) 
6. The opp osite to soft is . (hard) 
II 
I 
I 
I! 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I' 
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9 4 
7. At night it gets very ____ . (dark) 
8 . ~nother word for a wa g on is a 
----
(cart) 
II the g irls 1 cr>r ahead one space. 
I 
If a boy can do it, I'll move 
J t h e boys' c fl r ahead. Let's see who wins the race, t h e g irls 
I 
I or the boys . 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
!I 
i! 
Lesson 16 
Review 
l. Blends 11 bl 11 , 11 cl 11 , 
2. Long " a 11 
3. Short 11 a 11 
4. nar 11 
"sln 11 sh" 
' 
Le t's play a gBme today with words be g inning with " bl 11 , 
11 c 1 11 , " s l 11 , and 11 sh n • 
Here a r e four c a r d s. Write " bl 11 on the first one " cl " 
' 
on t he s econd one, 11 sl" on the third one, and 11 sh 11 on the l a st 
11 s h" . 
c a r d . 
I will say some words beg inning with 11 bl" , 11 cl 11 , 11 sl 11 , B.n d 
If you hear "bl 11 B.t the beg inn ing, hold up your 11 bl " 
Wh a t will y ou d o if you h e ar 11 cln, 11 sl 11 , or " shn a t the 
b e g inning? Yes, hold up your 11 cl 11 , n sl 11 or "sh11 c a rd. Re a dy. 
Let's see how many sharp e a rs we have in t h is room. 
Dicta te. 
cling i ng slep t clock b lew 
cle ver slice shot /) blea ted 
slide shivering clap blaze 
sh oved clean slid block 
sh y bl a nkets s l i ppers shelf 
Good . 
1 Here are t h ree n ew c Ards. Vlirite long 11 a 11 on one, short 
I 
II 
I 
li 
I' 
II 
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II 
I 
11 s" on another, and 11 ar 11 on the last one. 
(Write the following on the boerd:-short na 11 -apple, long "a" 
cake, nar 11-car .) 
II 
I! 
I uau 
If you he ar short 11 a" in these words, hold up your short 
card. If you he a r long "a" or 11 ar 11 , hold up either your 
1/ 
il 
long "a" ca rd or your ue.r " card. Ready. 
at bake card dark 
II sad hard t ap B.ge 
hate l f' rge late la.y 
attic jam march farther 
Good. 
I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
.I 
lr 
II 
96 
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Lesson 17 
Blends- 11 fl", usn", 11 st 11 
Today we are going to listen to words that begin with t wo I 
I letters like: 
I) 
1: 
flash flip 
I! 
Tell me the first two letters. 
(Write the words on the board.) 
II ,, 
flame II 
Y 11fl 11 • e s, 
II 
II 
il 
Close your eyes and listen to some other words that be g in 
1
1 
with nf1 11 • Say them Bfter me . 
1! 
I, 
flap flat flew flood 
Who can answer these questions? ~~e answers begin with 
" fl 11 • 
~ 1. WhRt wa s the nFJ me of the squirrel who went on 
a peanut hunt? Fluffytail. 
2 . 1iVha t does mother put in her cakes? Flour . 
3. V'Jh a t do birds do? Fly. 
4. Vi/hat do you have in y our garden? Flowers. 
5. Where are your feet? On the floor. 
Listen to these words and tell me the first sound you 
hear. 
snug snatch sneeze sniff snow 
What was the first sound you heard? Yes, 11 sn11 • 
Let's see if you ca n tell me some words that begin with 
llsnn. 
( Write them on the boBrd.) 
I 
I 
I 
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1 
II 
I 
Here 2.re some words that be gin with "s t". Close your e yes !1 
/ and 1 i s ten to the se words. 
stable stagecoach stared 
IJ 
'I 
II 
(Write them on the board.) 
What wa s the first sound you heard? Yes, it was 11 st 11 • 
I Close your eyes and say these words after me. The y all 
be g in with 11 s t 11 • 
starving steady steaming steer 
stew stoma ch stool stone 
What sound did you hear a t the be g inning of each word? 
Yes, it was 11 st11 • 
See if you can tell me the word I'm thinking of. It 
1 be gins with u st" . 
I 
I~ 
II 
I· 
I 
1. I'm thinking of something you sit on. Stool. 
2. I'm t h inking of something on which your mother 
cooks. Stove . 
3. I'm t h inking of vvhat you find in books. Stories . 
i,et's think of words that be g in with 11 fl" or 11 s t 11 • I 111 
write them on t he board. Let 's see whe ther we think of more 
"fl u or more 11 st11 words. 
I 
I I 
I 
I 
!I 
II 
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Lesson 18 
Beginning Bnd FinBl Blend- 11 ch11 
YesteraBy we listened to words beginning with 11 fl", "sn", 
Bnd ns tn. Tell me some words thBt begin with 11 f l 11 , "sn", Bnd 
"s t 11 • 
Today we are going to listen to words that begin like: 
chair churn 
Wl1.a t sound did you hea.r a. t the beginning? Yes, 11 ch11 • 
Say them after me. 
chair chance churn 
li 
I 
I 
I I (lJVri te them on the boR rd and underline 11 ch11 .) 
Say them I Here are some other words that begin with 11 ch11 • 
after me. 
charged cha.tted check 
cheeks cheered chewed 
II 
II Here are some sentences. A word that begins vvi th " ch
11 
I 
1 will finish every one. 
II 
II 
1. These are my (cheeks) 
2. Mice like to eat (cheese) 
3. The stubborn little prairie dog's name is 
(Cheeky) 
4. We are sitting on 
---· 
(chairs) 
5. Boys and g irls a.re called (children) 
6. The ground-hog 's name was (Chuckle) 
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II 
II 
'I! 
II 
I 
I 
II 
IJ 
I 
7. The animal tha t nibbled at the chocolates was I 
a 
-----
8. Years s.g o 
. (chipmunk) 
they made butter in a 
I' (churn) ~~ 
9. The head of a n Indian tribe is cailed the 
(chief) 
Listen to these words and tell me where you hear 11 ch" . 
branch bunch catch 
Yes, at the end. 
Say t hem af ter me. 
branch bunch catch 
(Write them on the bo ETd a n d underline 11 ch11 .) 
Say these words after me. They end in 11 ch11 • 
touch such march 
porch reach inch 
pouch Punch ranch 
search stagecoach snatch 
Here 2.r e some sentences. The missing words end 
Let 's se e who can gue ss the missing words . 
1. I have a on my arm. (watch) 
2. To look for something mes.ns to 
(se a rch) 
3. Soldiers learn how to (march) 
with 11 ch11 . , 
'I 
for it . 11 
4. A p2rt of a tree is a (branch) 
5. On hot nights I sit on my (porch) II 
Now let's se e how many words we can ge t that either begin !1 
I! 
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'I or end with 11 ch". I'll write them on the board . You must 
i' tell me where the n ch11 is. 
II ch 
I' 
II 
II 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
/I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
li 
/! 
if 
I 
I 
I 
ch 
---
I 
:j 
I 
I . 
I 
10 1 
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Lesson 19 
Short nen 
Yesterday we listened to 11 ch" words . Vvh o can tell me 
I / 
I 
1 some words the. t beg in and end with 11 ch11 " 
Today we a r e going to listen to the vowel 11 e 11 in some 
words. It is the short sound of 11 e 11 • 
The s h ort 11 e 11 is at the be g inning of these words. .L. isten 
and say them after me . 
edge e gg elephant 
( Write them after you say them and underline the beginning "e" .); 
What sound did you he a r a t t he beginning? Yes, short 11 e n . 
Here are some other words with short ne 11 at the be g inning . 
L i s ten and say them after me. 
elf else end enemy 
eng ine enjoy ever every 
What sound did you hear at the be g inning? Yes, short n e 11 • 
11 e 11 in the middle of these word J Now let 1 s li s ten to sh ort 
i, isten and say them after me . 
beg best desk get 
hen kept led left 
let men met nest 
neck pen pet rest 
red set ten wet 
What sound did you hear in the middle? Yes, short "e 11 • 
102 
' 
I 
t p 
'I t hem . 
I! 
II 
II 
II 
Here are some riddles . The answers a ll h a ve s h ort 11 e" in 
Let 's see who can guess the answers to the riddles. 
1. There a re many of them in school. Some a re 
l arge and some a re small . Chil dren sit at 
them. Children write on them. What are 
t hey? Desks. 
2. It is an ani ma l. Sometime s it is a cat or 
a dog . A ch ild loves it. A ch ild takes care 
of it because it is h is own. What is it? 
A pet. 
3. It lives on the farm. It l ays e gg s. Wh at 
is it? A hen. 
4. It is a number . I t is ma de with t wo numb e r s. 
It comes after nine. VVhat is it? Ten. 
5. It is small . It is made of straw, grass and 
sticks. It is up in a tree. Birds live in 
it. Wha t is it? Nest. 
6. You hear it in school. You hear it outdoors. 
It makes a noise. \!Vha t is it? Bell. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
)I 
:I 
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I Lesson 20 
I 
jl Short "e" with Word Parts 
1 
II Yesterday we listened to some words that had snort 11 e " in I 
I I 
il. t h em like beg. I 
[I Today we ai'e going to li sten to some word perts with short ! 
11 e 11 in them. Listen and say them after me. 
et en est 
( Vifr i te them on the board. ) 
Let's see how many words you can think of with these word I 
parts in them. Yes. 
get hen nest 
I met pen rest 
II ( Write word s on the board .) 
I 
Listen to these word p arts . Say t h em after me . 
esk ept ed eft 
eck ell ent 
( Write them on t he board . ) 
I f you can think of a word with any of these word parts, 
I'll g ive you an e gg from this b a sket. Let' s sec who CB.n get 
·the most e ggs . 
!I 
,, 
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Le sson 21 
Long 11 e 11 
I 
i Yesterday we listened to some words with sh ort "e" in 
them. Tell me some WOI'ds with short II 
I
I Tods.y we are going to lis ten to t he long sound of the I 
vowel 11 e 11 • When " e" is l ong , we s a-;{ it says its name which is !1 
"en llke in he . 
Lis ten to some ·words tha t have the long sound of 11 en in 
them. 
Dictate. 
be ' heel leaf 
Say t hem after me. 
be heel leaf 
(Write them on the bo[lrd and u nderline the 11 e 11 in es.ch vvor d .) 
Vma t sound does the "e 11 h a ve? Yes, long u e 11 • 
Here are some other words with long " e 11 in them . Li s ten 
and s ay t h em af t er me. 
geese feet deep keep 
leap l ean me mea l 
need peep re ad see 
tee th we she he 
What sound did y ou hear in each one? Yes, long "e". 
11 
II 
' 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Here are some sentences with one word missing . 
ing word has the long 11 e 11 sound in it . 
The miss- I 
II 
I 
10 5 
II I 
II 
II 
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l. We chew food with our (teeth) 
2. We stand on our . (feet) 
(peep) I 3. Chickens SHY I 
4. We g o to school and learn to (read) I II II 
5. The water in the ocean is very (deep) II 
6. In the spring we plant in the ground. ! 
(seeds) 
7. ft.nother name for the ocean is the . (sea ) 
8. We don't like to find in our gardens. 
(weeds ) 
9. There are seven days in a (we ek) 
10. We g o to bed to (sleep) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Lesson 22 
Long 11 e 11 with '.j<Jord Parts 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Yesterday we listened to long "e" in some vJOrds. VVh.a t is 
1
/ 
the long sound of nen? Yes, "en. 
Listen to these word parts that have long 11 e 11 in them. 
Say them after me. 
e eed eep 
( Write them on boa rd.) 
Wh2 t sound did you h ear in each? Yes , long 11 e" . 
Let 's think of words thRt hRve these word parts in them. 
Yes . 
( Write them on bo2.rd.) 
be seed peep 
he feed sleep 
Listen to these word psrts. 'Ihey als o have long 11 e 11 in 
them. Say them af ter me. 
ee eet eal eel earn ean 
Now let's see h ow m2.ny words you can think o f with these 
word parts. Let's hs ve two teams. You make one point for 
your team if you tell me a word with these word parts . 
ee eet eal eel earn ean 
I 
I! 
I 
! 
I 
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Lesson 23 
"e" with "r" 
We listened to both the long and short sounds of 11 e 11 • 
Today we are going to listen to "e" with "r 11 • 
II 
II 
II II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
Listen to these words. T'ney have the vowe 1 11 e" with 11 r " . l 
her over were 
Say them e.fter me . 
her over were 
( Write them on the board and underline 11 er" . ) 
In these words the vowel "e" is neither long or short. 
Here are some other words that have the ner" sound. 
Listen and say them after me. 
paper certainly herd 
ilerbert jerk perform 
perfumed perfe ctly rooster 
dinner sister bigger 
Wna t sound did you hear? Yes 11 er 11 • 
' 
Let's plB.y a game. Here are some riddles. The answers 
all have the 11 er11 sound in them. Ready . 
1 . It is something to eat. It is yellow. 
We like to use it on bread. v-vhat is it? 
Butter. 
2. V'ie use j_ t in school . It can be any color . 
11 
! 
Sometimes it has lines on it . VVha t is it? Paper .•. 1 
I 
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II 
11 
I' 
I! 
II 
II 
Now 
'Z, 
..... 
4 . 
5. 
It is an animal . It lives at the farm. 
It likes to crow. viha t is it? Rooster. 
He like d to r ead . Be visited a store. 
He rode on an electric train. What is 
his nHme? Herbert. 
It is white. Sometimes it is cold and 
sometimes it is hot. We like to drink 
it. What is l • ..._? (J • Water . 
let's see who can te ll me words tha t have the 11 er" 
I'll write them on t he board Hnd put your initials 
II 
sound. 
beside yours. Le t's see how many you get. 
I 
I 
II 
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Lesson 24 
Re view 
1. Blends- 11 fl 11 , nsn11 , 11 stn , 11 chn 
2. Short 11 e 11 
3. Long "e" 
4 . 11 er" 
Let's play a g ame. Let's have two teams. If 'J7 0U g ive 
the right answer you make one point for your team. 
Listen to these words and tell me whether you hear ufl", 
11 sn", nst 1 , or ttch11 at the beginning of these words. 
(Write nfl", " snn , nst 11 , " chit on board.) 
I snatch stairs chug flame I • I flap chin stamp sneeze 
II ste.nd snow chip flood 
I 
Chuckle fly sniff sting I -
Listen to these words a.nd tell me whe ther you heHr short 
,I He" like in ~' long uen like in weed, or "er 11 like in her. 
I engine lean over enjoy 
beg herd ten dinner 
meal men we sleep 
nest seed perform met 
111 
Lesson 25 
Vie have listened to words with the long and the short 
sound of the vowel 11 o" . 
Today we are g o:Jng to listen to the vowel 11 o 11 wi th the 
letter 11 w11 with it. 
Sometimes " o u wi th "w" sounds as it does in 
now how cow 
(Write them the b o2rd and underline II II . ) on ow 
Say them HfteT' me. 
now how cow 
Sometime s 11 o 11 with 11 w11 sounds as it does in 
crow bow grow 
( Wr ite them on the board and underline " ow".) 
Say them after me. 
crow bow g row 
'Tl1.e 11 ow11 sounds like 11 on. The only way we can te 11 which 
sound the 11 OYv 11 has, is to try both sounds and see which one 
sounds right in the sentence. 
I'll say some words with 11 ow11 in them. See if you can 
tell me whether the 11 own is like in crow or in now. 
Ready. You must hHve sharp ears to do this. 
crowd how low 
blow crown yellow 
112 
town show wind:ow 
now down clown 
know rovv bow 
down brow bow-wow 
Now let's see h ow many words you can tell me tha t have 
11 ow" in them. 
Lesson 26 
u ou" as in n Out n 
Today we are going to listen to 11 o 11 with "u". 
like now" e s in cow, now and how . 
Li s ten to "ou" in these words. 
loud mouth cloud 
Doesn't the "ou11 s ound the same as " ow" in 
cow now 
Li s ten and say them after me. 
loud mouth 
cow now 
how 
cloud 
how 
It sounds 
( Write t h em on the bos rd and underline " oun and "ow" .) 
Here a r e some other words with " ou" in them . 
Li s ten and say them a fter me. 
count 
cloudy 
flour 
counter 
house 
our 
bounce 
ground 
shout 
Listen to thes e que s tions . See if you c a n tell me the 
Bnswers. The answers have 11 ou 11 in them . 
1. What is up in the sky? Cloud. 
2. What do we live in? House. 
3 . W.h.8 t an imal likes cheese ? lVI ouse . 
4. VVhere are your teeth? Mouth. 
5 . VVhRt do you do with a ball ? Bounce. 
113 
6. Vfuat word means very loud? Shout. 
7. What is the opposite to sof t? Loud. 
8 . What is the opp osite to fl at? Round . 
Good. 
Let's see how many words you can think of with 11 ou u in 
them . I'll draw a house on the board for you if you can. 
Let's see who can have a house. 
114 
Lesson 27 
Short "u" 
Today we are going to listen to the short sound of the 
vowel 11 u" at the beginning of some words. Listen. 
up 
Say them Rfter me. 
up 
ugly 
ugly 
umbrella 
umbrella 
V'lb.a t sound did you hear a t the be g inning? Yes, short "u". 
Bere are some other words that beg in with short 11 un. 
Listen and s ay them a f t er me. 
uncle 
un de r ne 2. t h 
us 
uncover 
underside 
upside 
under 
unhappy 
until 
YVhe t shoud did you h ear? Yes, short 11 u u. 
Here are some words with short "utt in the middle. Say 
them af t er me. 
bus chug drum 
VVhat sound did you hear in the midd le? Yes , sh ort 11 u " . 
Here are some others with short "un in the middle. Listen 
and say them after me. 
sun :,:rush such rub 
puff run dug rush 
dusk gun tub stump 
struck but cub duck 
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What sound did y ou hea r in the middle? Yes, short nu " . 
~et 1 s play a game. Listen to these sentences and try to 
think of the missing word in each. The missing word must have 
s hort 11 u 11 in it. 
Rea.dy. 
1. A ba.by bear is ca.lled a (cub) 
2. We drink out of a (cup) 
3. The animal that says, n~uack, quack" is 
8. (duck) 
4. Bird s like to eat (bug s) 
5. Dirt on furniture is called (dust) 
6 . Bee s make this sound (buz z , buzz) 
7. The boys mede a small house in t h e woods. 
They called it a (hut) 
8. Sometimes peop le travel by (bus) 
9. Years ago the women washed their clothes in 
a. wooden (tub) 
----
10 . Squirrels gather for v~ in ter. (nuts) 
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Lesson 28 
Short "u" with Word Parts 
We listened to the short sound of 11 u 11 • 
Today we are going to listen to short "u" in some word 
parts. Lis ten to these word p arts. They have short nun in 
t h em. Say them after me. 
ug up ub 
(Write them on the board.) 
Let's see if you can tell me some words with these word 
p2rts. 
Yes. 
ug 
chug 
hug 
up 
cup 
pup 
ub 
rub 
scrub 
Listen to these word p Grts. They have short 11 u" in them. 
Say them a fter me. 
un uch 
ub ump 
(Write them on the board.) 
ush 
uck 
uff 
ut 
usk 
uck 
Let's sec if you ce.n think of some words with these word 
p erts. 
I'll draw a bus on the board. If you can think of a word, 
with these word psrts. I'll put your ini tials on this bus. 
Le t 1 s see who can hR ve a ride in this bus. 
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Lesson 29 
Long "u" and "ur" 
Yesterday we listened to words that had s hort 11 u" in 
t hem. Tell me some word with short "u". 
Today we are going to listen to long 11 u 11 in some words. 
Listen and S8Y them after me. 
huge use useful 
(Write them on the bo.ard.) 
Li s ten and say them after me. 
vVhat sound did you hear? Yes, long 11 u 11 • The 11 u" says its 
name. 
Let's see if you can tell me the missing words in these 
sentences. They all have long "un in them. 
1. A word the. t means very large is (hug e) 
2. I can hear (music) 
• (beautiful) 
-----
3. That g irl is 
your pencil ? (use) 4. Iviay I 
-----
5. An eraser is very (useful) 
W1'1e n nu" is with 11 r 11 , it is neither long nor s h ort. 
Listen to these words with tne nur" sound in them. Say t hem 
after me. 
burn churn hurt 
( Write them on the board.) 
Here are some other words with 11 ur 11 in them. Listen and 
llff 
· say them after me. 
wi l l 
turn return surprise 
turtle church fur 
furn iture curled purple 
Wh a t sound did y ou hear? Yes, 11 ur 11 • 
Let's 
tel l 
see if y ou c a n tell me t h e correct 11 ur 11 words. I 
you t he me aning of the word. It h a s uurn in it. 
1. A p lace to worsh ip God. Church. 
2. An an i ma l t h 8 t moves h is he a d in and out of 
his body . Turtle. 
3. A word t hat means chairs, t a bles, etc. Furn iture . 
4. Someth ing girl s do to t h eir h a ir. Curl. 
5. A word t ha t me a ns g ive b B- ck. Return. 
6. Some thi ng specia l you didn't expect. Surprise. 
7. It is f ound on anima ls a n d is u s ed to make 
co a ts. Fur. 
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Lesson 30 
H8.rd and Soft Sound of 11 c " 
Today we are going to hear the letter 11 c 11 in some words . 
j_, is ten. 
cut coin castle 
(Write them on the board.) 
The 11 c" in these words sounds lik e a 11 k 11 and we c e ll 
t h is the h a rd sound of 11 c 11 • 
Sometimes 11 c 11 sounds like 11 s 1 • Listen. 
cent city juicy 
( Write them on the board . ) 
·v-vhen the 11 c 11 sounds like 11 sn we call it the soft sound 
of 11 c tt . 
Listen to these words. They have the ha.rd sound of " c 11 
in them. Say them ef ter me. 
carriag e candles ca.mp camera 
c a lves Canada carpenter calves 
What sound did you he2r? Yes, the hard n c 11 • It sounds 
lik e 11 k 11 • 
J:, isten to the s e words. The y have t he soft sound of n c n 
in them . 
g lance race center Cinderella 
certainly voice once place 
v-~hR t sound did you Hear? Yes , soft 11 c". It sounds lik e 
n ~n 
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1et 1 s play a g ame. Let's h s ve two teams. You get one 
p oint for your team for every correct answer. 
I'll say some words with 11 c 11 • You must tell me wheth er 
you h e Rr soft or hard 1 c 11 • 
Good. 
coa l 
collect 
g lance 
celebrate 
coa st 
excite 
cord 
coax 
ice 
Nancy 
except 
couple 
s ince 
coach 
center 
grocery 
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Lesson 31 
Hard and Soft Sounds of "g" 
Today we are g oing to li s ten to the sound of the letter 
ng 11 • Listen to t hese words. 
g irl grown gun 
They all have t he hard sound of 11 g 11 • 
Say them af ter me. 
g irl grown gun 
( V'Jr i te them on the board. ) 
vV.h.8 t sound did you he8.r? Yes, hHrd 11 g 11 • 
Here are some other words with hard II 0 ,11 0 • Li sten and say 
them 2f t er me. 
g odmother g i ggle gre e t 
pig bag gowns 
game gallop ing 
What sound did you hear? Yes , hard 11 g 11 • 
garden 
dug 
get 
n G11 has a soft sound, too. Listen to these words with 
s oft 11 g 11 in them. 
orHnge strange danger g entlemen 
: ( Write them on the bo8rd.) 
Say them after me. 
orang e stra.nge danger g entleme n 
Here are some othe r words with soft 11 g 11 • Listen and say 
them after me. 
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rl 
g isnts Georg e gentle rag e a g e 
eng ine change bridge magic cabba g e 
cage huge page strang er v ill age 
vVh s. t sound did you hear? Ye s , s of t ." g " . 
Le t's play a game . Let's have t wo t e ams . You get one 
p oint for every correct answer . I ' l l say s ome words with 1; g 11 
in them . You mu s t tell me whether it is soft or h ard 11 g n you 
hear . 
pig c a ge g ift garden 
huge porridg e g o goa t 
gobble ma g ic e ngine gold 
g one ch ang e go od stra n ge 
guest glance g ave orang e 
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Lesson 32 
Review 
l. 11 ou 11 and li ow11 as in 11mouse 11 and unow" 
2. " ow" f' S i n ncrow11 
3. Short "u" 
4. Lon g 11 u 11 
5 . 11 ur 11 
6 . Hard a nd Soft 11 c 11 and 11 g 11 
Let 1 s p l a y a gAme . Vve c a.n have two teams. You will make 
on e point if y ou g ive t h e right answer . 
Listen to the se words wi t h " ow11 • Tell me whether the 
11 ow11 sounds like it does in crow or like it d oes in now . 
( Write crow and now on the board. 
sh ow now d own 
bow brow blow 
cr•own y ellow cow 
Listen to these words and tell me the words that have 
eith e r 11 ou11 as in out, short 11 u 11 as in cup, long 11 u 11 as in 
I hu l7e or 
11 ur 11 R. s in turn. I _ o ' 
)) (Write sounds and words on t he board.) 
count uncle music cup 
return flour use r ub 
furniture mouth useful duck 
nuts purple huge cloud 
~I Good. Li sten to these words and tell me whethe r you h e a r soft 
11 cn l i ke in city · or hard 11 c 11 like i n country. 
Good. 
conductor 
curving 
contained 
once 
contest 
ceiling 
place 
cousin 
CinderellR. 
voice 
cottage 
e x cite 
Li s ten to the s e words and tell me whether you hear soft 
11 g" as in gentl emen or hard 11 g 11 like in game. 
gentle orange g o dmother 
greet bag strange 
d a n ge r g owns gun 
g aze eng ine pa g e 
Good. 
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Lesson 33 
11 oo 11 as in 11 Good" and 11 So on11 
Today we are g oing t o listen t o words with t wo o ' s in 
them. 
Listen . 
good foot took 
You heard "oo lt in them. Listen and say them after me. 
g ood foot took 
( Write them on t h e board and under line 11 oo" .) 
Here 2.re some other words wi th the same 11 oo 11 sound in 
them. Listen and say them after me. 
book g ood-by looked 
wood stood look ing 
woodpecker c ook cookie 
11 oo " has another s ound. Listen to the other sound of 
11 oo n in these words. 
moon spoon tool 
Say them after me. 
moon spoon t ool 
( Write words on the b oard and underline n oou • ) 
Here are some other words with the same " oo" sound in 
them . Listen and SHY them after me. 
moonlight stool fooli sh 
goose rooster loose 
smo oth school a ft e rnoon 
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When we see 11 oon in a WOI'd we must try the two sounds to 
see which one fits the meaning of the sentence. 
Listen to these questions and find the 11 oou word and tell 
me which sound it is--like in book or in room. ·Ready. 
1. Who took the pencil? 
2. The old lady was sitting on a stool. 
3. Let's find a cool spot and sit down. 
4. I'll be back soon. 
5. It is almost noon. 
6. f!;.re you through cooki~? 
7. We wi ll clean the room. 
8. May I have a cookie? 
9. Vfuat are you looking for? 
Nov:r let 1 s see how many words you can think of with u oo" 
in them. 
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Lesson 34 
Short 11 i 11 
Today we are goin g to listen to the short sound of the 
vowel 11 i 11 • 
Listen to these words . 
if in it 
You heard the short sound of 11 i 11 at the beginning of 
these words. 
Say them after me. 
if in it 
( Write them on boArd and have someone underline the 11 i" . ) 
Wl1.a t sound did you heHr at the be g inning? Yes, short t • II l • 
Listen to some other words with short "i" at the be g inning 
Say them after me. 
is into isn't 
instead its inn 
inch Indian instant 
interesting introduce 
What did you hear at the be g inning of these word s? Yes, 
short 11 i 11 • 
Lis ten to these words that have sh ort n i 11 in them. Say 
them after me. 
big bit 
fish fix 
dig 
hid 
did 
him 
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/ 
J 
kick 
miss 
Jim 
milk 
lift 
pin 
lil}1b 
pink 
Wha t sound did you hear? Yes, sh ort 11 i 11 • 
Here are some riddles. The answer to each riddle has 
short 11 i" in it. Let's see who will be smar t and gu e ss the 
answer. It mus t ha ve S.'lort 11 i 11 in it. 
Ready. 
1. It is wh ite. It come s from a cow. 
Children should drink it. wha t is it? 
Milk. 
2. It is hard. It is used to build some 
houses and sch ools. m'lat is it? 
Brick. 
3. It is p Brt of your face. It is below 
your mouth. Wb.Ht is it? Chin. 
4. It lives in t he water . Fa ther likes 
catch it. Mother cooks it. lJ'fuRt is 
Fish. 
to 
it? 
5 . It is an animal. It is f at . It like s 
to eat . Wl12. t i s it? Pig . 
6. It is l 8r ge. It has m2.ny stores. It 
has tall bu ildings. What is it'? City . 
7. It is high. It is in the country and in 
the city. Chil dren 1 i ke to slide down it. 
Vfuat is it? Hill . 
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Lesson 35 
Short 11 i " with Word Pa rts 
Lis ten to these word parts. Tb.ey Hll ha.ve sh ort 11 i u in 
them. 
in it id 
( Write them on the board . ) 
Let's see if y ou can think of some words with t h ese word 
p8rts i n them . Yes. 
tin bit did 
~in sit hid 
1'r y t h ese word parts and see if you cs.n tell me words 
with these word parts in them . 
ish im ilk ink 
imb ig ick ill 
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Lesson 36 
Long Sound of "i 11 
Today we are going to listen to word~ that hPve the long 
sound of 11 i 11 in them. Lis ten and see if you can hea.r the 11 i" 
in each word . 
Die tate . 
bite bicycle climb 
( Write them on the board after you say them . ) 
What sound did you hear? Yes, long 11 i" . Yes, the 11 i 1 
says its name. 
Rere are some other words that have long 11 in in them. Say 
them af ter me. 
cried dime dive 
fine high hide 
kind line mile 
tiny vine wide 
night mine nice 
g iants knife wipe 
VVhHt sound did you hear? Yes, l ong ltitt. 
Let ' s play a g ame. I will say a word. You must tell me 
a word that means the opposite to it. The opposite word must 
have the l ong sound of 11 i 11 in it . 
l. day- night 
2 . laughed- cried 
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3. dark-light 
4. wrong-right 
5. loose-tight 
6. narrow-wide 
7. rested-tired 
8. naughty-nice 
9. low-high 
10 . dull-bright 
Lesson 37 
Long 11 i" with Word Parts 
Li s ten to these word parts. They all have long 1 i 11 in 
them. Listen and say them after me. 
ide ice ight 
( Write them on the board .) 
Let 's see if you can think of some words that have these 
word parts in them. 
Yes. 
ide 
side 
ride 
ice 
slice 
mice 
ight 
night 
tight 
Listen to these word parts and see if you can tell me 
words that have these word parts in them. 
ike ive igh 
ild ite ine 
Every time y ou tell me a word I ' ll write the word and 
your initials beside it on the boFTd. Le t's see how many 
times you will have your initials on the board. 
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Lesson 38 
"ir" 
We have listened to words with the long sound of 11 i 11 • Who 
can tell me a word with long 11 i 11 ? Yes, fine. 
We also listened to words with short "in. Tell me a word 
Nith sh ort 11 i 11 • Yes, six. 
Today we are going to listen to the vowel "i 11 a gain . In 
t h e s e vwrds 11 i 11 is neither long nor s hort but has 11 r 11 with it. 
~o we call it the 11 ir11 sound. 
Listen and s ay them after me. 
bird girl first 
What sound did you hear? Yes, 11 ir 11 • 
Li s ten and say them after me. 
bird g irl first 
(Write them on the b oard and underline niru in them.) 
Listen to some other words with 11 ir" in them. Say them 
~fter me. 
stir third birthday 
dirt circus firmly 
sir bluebird stirs 
VVha t sound did you hear? Yes, nirn . 
Here are some sentences with one word missing . See if you 
can guess the missing word. It must have u ir n in it. 
1. We saw clowns at the (circus) 
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2. We are in the g rade • ( third) 
3. Tomorrow is John's (birthday) 
4. I saw a nest. (bird 1 s) 
5. Mary is a (girl) 
6. We say, 11 Yes 
. ' 
11 to a. man. (sir) 
----
7 ; Will you the ca.ke for a.while? (stir) 
Now let's see h ow many words you can think of with "ir11 in 
them. I 1ll write them on the boa.rd with your initia.ls beside 
them. 
Lesson 39 
11 y" as a Consonant and a Vowel 
Today we are going to listen to the letter 11 y" at the 
be g inning of these words. 
yard yawn year 
Listen and say them after me. 
yard yawn year 
(Write them on the bo Rrd and underline the 11 y 11 in each.) 
Vfuen 11 y11 sounds like this, we call it a consonant . 
Here are some more words that begin with the consonant 
11 yn. :t:.isten and say them after me. 
yellow 
yet 
young 
yes 
you 
your 
yesterday 
you 111 
yourself 
VVhat sound did you hear at the beginning? Yes, "y11 • 
Sometimes "y" is a vowel. VVhen the vowel 11 y" is long~ 
it sounds like long 11 i 11 • 
Listen to these words that h Pve long 11 y" in them. 
sly shy lying 
(Write them on the board:) 
' Did you hee.r long 11 y 11 ? It sounded like long 11 i 11 • 
Here are some more words with long 11 y 11 in them. Listen 
and say them after me. 
my by fly 
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myself 
sky 
cry 
dye 
try 
why 
VVha t did you hea r in each? Yes, long 11 y 11 • 
When the vowel "y" is s hort it sounds as it does in these 
words. Li s ten and say them after me. 
unhappy pretty plenty 
( Write them on the board a.nd underline the "yn in each.) 
He re are some names tha t h 2ve s h ort 11 y 11 in them. Listen 
and s ay them after me. 
Bobby 
Sally 
Judy 
Tony 
Tommy 
Betsy 
Polly 
Rick-y 
Sandy 
What sound did you h ear? Yes, s nort "y" . 
Let's play a game. We'll h Bve two teams. You will get a 
point if you can tell me whether you h ea r the consonant uy11 , 
long 11 y 11 or short 11 y" in these words. 
Ready . 
any yet yawn try 
yesterday sly shiny ready 
yourself body poky cry 
tiny my year myself 
silly yard sky puppy 
young you story Judy 
Good . 
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Lesson 40 
Review 
1. "oo" as in 11 Good 11 and "Soon" 
2. Short 11 i" 
3. Long "i 11 
4. 11 ir" 
5 . 11 yu as a Conson8.nt and a Vowel 
Let's play a game today. You he.ve two cards. Write g ood 
on one and soon on the other. I'm going to say some words wit~ 
"oo 11 in them. If it sounds like the "oo" in good, hold up 
your good card. If it sounds like the 11 oo 11 in soon, hold up 
your soon card. 
Remember to listen and think before you hold your card up. 
book school wood 
smooth cook goose 
foolish look stool 
Good. 
Now you have three cards on your desks. Write long 11 i" 
on one , short 11 i 11 on one and 11 ir 11 on the other. If y ou hear 
long " i" hold up that card. 
Ready. 
if white brick 
g irl tin first 
slice bird bright 
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kick mile dig 
Good. 
Li s ten to these sentences and pick out the words that 
have uy" in them. Tell me whether you he a r the consonan t 11 y 11 , 
short II ytl or long ll y" . 
1. He was very .!_1:appy. 
2. The horses were poky. 
3. She was here yesterday. 
4. The baby was crying. 
5. Look at the fly. 
6. Let's g o into the yard . 
7. There are clouds in the sky. 
8. Sojo is yawning. 
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Lesson 41 
Vv'ord Vari~nts 11 esn , 11 ies 11 and 11 ves 11 
Listen to these words. They all mean one thing. 
bunch guess church 
( Write them on the board.) 
If we want to say more than one tlJ.ing we add "es 11 to these 
words and say: 
buncl1es guesse s churches 
(Add 11 es" to bunch, guess, church.) 
d ere are some other words that we add 11 es 11 to to make 
t hem mean more than one. 
beach 
match 
coach 
patch 
Let 's add fles" to each and say them. 
beaches coaches 
dish 
box 
dishes 
matches p Rtches boxes 
Listen to these words. They mean one thing. 
fairy party 
( Write them on the board.) 
They both end in 11 y " . If we want to say more than one, 
we chang e the nyu to " i 11 and add 11 es 11 • 
(Do it on the board.) 
Le t ' s say them. 
fairies parties 
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Here are s ome other words ending in uy 11 • 
penny story baby puppy 
They all mean one thing . 
Now let's change the ny 11 to 11 i 11 and add 11 es 11 • Now they 
mean more than one. :;:.,et ' s say them. 
pennies stories babies puppies 
Listen to these words and tell me whether the ending is 
"es" or "iesu . 
sandwiches 
coaches 
dresses 
puppies 
babies 
matches 
parties 
dishes 
bunnies 
fairies 
boxes 
beaches 
Li s ten to words that end in urn that mean one thing . 
Listen and say them after me. 
calf elf half 
To make them mean more tha n one, we say 
calves elves halves 
I'Ve chang e the II f 11 to II v 11 a.nd add It e s II • 
(Illustrate on the board .) 
Here ar e some other words end i ng in urn. Say them after 
me . 
self leaf loaf 
( Write them on the board.) 
VVhat do we do to make them mean more than one? Yes, we 
change the nrn to nv" and add 11 es 11 • Let's do it and say them. 
selves leave s loaves 
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Lesson 42 
Compound Words 
S ometimes we can hear more than one word in a word. 
Listen to moonlight. What words did you hear in it? Yes, 
moon and light. 
He re are some other words that have two words in them. 
Listen and see if you can tell me what they are. 
somebody afternoon 
pancakes everywhere 
evergreen twenty-nine 
storekeeper today 
good-by birthday 
for get outside 
tonight teakettle 
understood stAgecoach 
sui tease gen tlemen 
g odmother haystack 
knothole motorboat 
There is one word missing in each of these sentences. The 
missing word is made up of two words. Let's see who can think 
of the missing word. 
1. Long a g o people rode in (stage coaches) 
2. I carried my clothes in a ( su itcase) 
3. Cinderella had a f a iry (godmother) 
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4. Ric ky fished through a (knothole) 
5. I rod e in a fast boat. It was a 
(mot orboat) 
6. Father r eads the 
(newspaper) 
every night. 
7 . We a r·e going to bed early 
Good . 
(ton i ght ) 
Now let 's see how many words you c a. n think of t ha t have 
t wo vwr d s in them. 1 111 write them on the boa rd. 
14 3 
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Lesson 43 
One Syl l able Words 
Today we a re g oing to li s ten to some words and see if y ou 
can tell me how many vowels you he a r in each word. 
Dicte.te. 
a t ask get dig dime 
log loaf cut fun 
One, good. 
If you heer only one vowel in a word , we say tha t the 
word h a s only one syllable. 
Now say the words after me. 
Dicta t e . 
at a s k get d i g dime 
e gg log loaf cut fun 
( Write words on the board.) 
H O\'i! me.ny vowels did you hear :tn each one? One. 
How many syllables are there in each word? One. 
Let 's underline the vowels in each word.· 
Look a t dime and loaf. How many- vowels in each one? Yes , 
two. Do you heBr both vowels? No. Vfu j_ch ones are silent? 
Yes , tt e " and nan . Then how many syllables are t h ere in t hese 
words? Yes, one. Who ca.n tell me why? Good, because you can 
hear only one vowel in them. 
Here are some sentences wi th one word missing. You must 
think of a missing word that hPs only one syllab le because it 
has only one vowel tha t you can hear in it. 
1. He is as fat as a (p i~) 
2. I like to eat apple (pie) 
3. Hens lay (eggs ) 
4. At night we like to (sleep) 
5. Nine comes before (ten) 
6. ~'he opposite to down is (up) 
7 . In winter, it is (cold) 
8. Birds build in trees. (nests) 
9. VJhen we tell something funny we say it is 
a (joke) 
10. Father dr inks a 
morning. (cup) 
of coffee in the 
How many vo wels did you hear in each word? Yes, one. 
So hovv many syllables aPe there in each word? Good, one. 
Now let's see how many words you can think of that have 
only one syllable in them. I'll write them on the board. 
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Lesson 44 
Two Syllable ViTords 
Yesterday we t a l ked about words having one syllable in 
them. VI!'D o remembers how we can tell how many syllables s.re in 
a word? Yes, we ca n tell by the number of vowels you hear in 
the word. 
Le t's see if everyone can give a word that has only one 
syllable in it. I'll write t h em on the board. 
L i :=:: ten to t h is vvord-tiny . What is the first vo vve l you 
hear? Yes lll· ll . 
' 
Who can tell me the second? Yes, ny11 • 
how many vo~els do you hear in tiny? Yes, two. 
So 
If we heBr two vowels in a word, vve sa y the word has two 
syllables in it. 
In tiny (write tiny on the board) we heB.r two vowels, 11 i 11 
and 11 yu so we say tiny has two syllables in it. 
Listen to some other vvords that have two syllables in them 
Say them efter me. 
Die tate. 
basket dinner candy 
birthday feather frosting 
Friday donkey satin 
sea tter Paddy Tommy 
How m~my vowels did you hear in each? Yes, two. 
So how many syllables are there in each? Yes, two. 
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Let's pley a game. Let's have two t eams. You a re g oing 
to li s ten to some words. If you can tell me how many sylls bles 
in esch ·word, you will make a point for your team. 
Remember if you hear two vo wels, you will say the word has 
how many s yllables? Yes, two~· 
Re edy. 
Dicta te. ,, 
t' ~ 
,. 
tiny to Tippy vine 
slow see pocket p lan 
moving my self name p in 
ragged Sally s led very 
week weather wonder yellow 
lot gay funny had 
pocket age attic bleated 
bare cord cloak fat 
he.ving finish father David 
Lesson 45 
"a" and 11 al 11 as the First Syllable 
Bow do you know how many syllables are in a word? Yes, 
by the number of vowels you he ar. 
Listen to these two syllable words. Tell me the first 
syllable in each. 
about 
Yes, "a". (Give sound.) 
Say them after me. 
B. bout 
( Write them on the board) 
above across 
a bove across 
J:.,isten to some other words with nan as the first syllable 
Say them af ter me. 
ahead 
among 
agreed 
afraid 
apart 
alike 
again 
around 
alive 
a g o 
asleep 
aloud 
What syllable did you hear in each? 
sound.) 
YeS n all • 
' 
(Give 
Listen to these words and tell me the first syllab le. 
Yes 11 al". 
' 
also 
( Write them on the board.) 
almost 
Here are two othei'S with 11 al 11 as the f irst syllable. 
Listen and say them F.Jfter me. 
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alreBdy 
(Write them on the bos.rd .) 
always 
~et 1 s see if you can tell me the missing word in these 
sentences. They all be g in with 11 a 11 ( g ive sound) as the first 
syllable. 
l. The boy was not of the dog. (afraid) 
- - --- -
2. He told a story a fox. (about) 
3. The animal is still (alive) 
4. The baby is ( a sleep) 
5 . fie read to us. (aloud) 
6. He with me. (agreed) 
7. Did the shew you? (amuse) 
No w the missing word be g ins with 11 al 11 as the first sound. 
l. He is 
2 . Vie 
3. John is 
ready. (almost) 
g o to bed at ni ght. (always) 
to go. (already) 
Let 1 s see how many words you can think of with "a" (give 
sound) as the first syllable or 11 al" as the first syllable. 
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Lesson 46 
11 in11 , 11 exn and Three Syllable vVords 
Today we are g oing to li s ten to some words with two 
syllables. Listen and say them after me. 
into instead inside 
How many syllables were there in each? Yes, two . You 
he8 r 1i inn as t he f ir'st syll2b le. 
Here Bl'e some other words with n in if as the first 
syllable. Listen a nd say them after me. 
indeed Indian 
insist instant 
What wRs the first syllable'? Ye S n l. n 11 • 
' 
inquire 
invite 
Li sten to these words. Tell what the first syllabl e is. 
excite except explain 
Yes, "ex" . Listen and s ay them Pfter me. 
excite 
( Write them on the board.) 
except explain 
How many syllables di.d you hear? Yes, two. 
Le t's listen to s ome words with three syllables. Say 
them Bf ter me. 
remember 
detective 
excellent 
valentine 
eagerly 
expected 
· prf-' cticing 
eng ineer 
How many vowels did you heRr? Yes, three . So there are 
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three syllables in each. 
:;:.,et's see if you can tell me whether you hea.r one, two 
or three syllPbles in these words . 
expect main chair rei!lember 
into neither swiftly i nstead 
Punch practicing detective i nside 
ea gerly dye excellent indeed 
explain cheeks except invite 
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Lesson 47 
11 en 11 , " in11 and 11 un 11 as Syllables in Words 
Li sten to these words. They have the syllable nenn i n 
them. 
wooden g olden enjoy 
Say them after me. 
wooden g olden enjoy 
Where did you hesr 11 en11 in wooden? Yes, at the end. 
is in the second syllable. 
( 'vVri te wooden on the board. ) 
---
Where was it in g olden? Yes, in the second syllable. 
( Write go l den on the board. ) 
Vvhere WB.s it in enjoy? Yes, in the first syllable. 
( Write enjoy on the board. ) 
Listen to these words and tell me \Vhere 11 en 11 is. 
taken given shaken 
eng ine eng ineer 
It 
Listen to these words and tell me whether y ou hear 'in11 in 
the first or the second syllable. 
instant satin insist 
cabin inquire robin 
Listen to nunn in these words and tell me where you hear 
nunn . 
uncover unhappy unkind 
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Yes, it's the first syllable. 
11 un" means not. Unl1.appy means not happy. liVhat does 
uncover mean? (Continue with unkind, unlucky, untied.) 
Now let's see if we can t h ink of any words with the 
syllables 11 e:d~ 11 in11 or 11 un11 in them. I'll write them on the 
board. 
en in un 
Let's see which sylla ble ge ts the long est list of words 
under it. 
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Lesson 48 
Review 
1. Word Variants-"es", 11 iesrt, 11 ves" 
2. Compound Words 
3. One, Two and Three Syllable ·words 
4. 11 in11 , 11 ex11 , 11 en11 and 11 un11 as syllables 
Who can make these words mean more than one? 
bunch 
baby 
calf 
guess 
penny 
elf 
coach 
story 
half 
Let's pl2y a game with compound words. We'll have two 
teams. Let's see whi ch teams can tell us more words t ha t have 
two little in them. 
Team 1 Team 2 
Here are three c2.rds. ·vvri te 1 on the first one, 2 on the 
second one and 3 on the third one. I'll sa y some words. You 
hold up the ca rd that tells the number of syllables y ou hear 
in e a ch word. 
conductor 
a dventure 
hat 
ki t,chen 
I'm going to write 
in ex 
ladder 
lunch 
passenger 
hut 
en 
made 
h otter 
garden 
certa inly 
un 
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on the b oa rd. Le t's see how many words we can t h ink of with 
these syllab l es in them. It ma y be in the first or second 
syllable. 
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Lesson 49 
Division of Syllables 
Pirst Vowel Pollowed by 'l'wo Consonants 
Let 1 s listen to these words. Tell me how many vo wels 
y ou hear. 
kettle rattle baggage 
Yes, two. So how many syllables are there in each? Yes, 
two. 
Look at kettle . (Write it on the bOE!I."'d.) 
Who can tell me the first vowel? Yes, "en. I want you 
to notice the two con sonan ts (two t's) after the first vowel. 
When the first vowel i s followed by two consonBnts, the first 
consona~usually end s t he f i rs t syllable and the second con-
sonant st8rts the second syllable. 
So we cUvide kettle like this-kettle. Tl1.e first con-
sommt 11 t 11 is 2. t t he end of the first syllable and the second 
consonan t 11 t 11 starts the second syllable. 
rvho can tell me the sound of the vowel 11 e 11 ? Yes, it's 
short . 
(Continue vv i th rattle, bBgga~, nibble, e.xpe c t, after, 
candy. ) 
/ 
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Lesson 50 
Division of Syllables 
F'irst Vowel Followed by One Consonant 
Ye s terday we d i v ided some words into syllables . Does 
anyone remember how you d ivide a word th2 t has two co n sonEmts 
following the first vowel? Yes, the first conson ant ends the 
first sylla.ble and the second consonant st2 rts the second 
syllable. 
Vfua t is the first syllable i n: 
customer 
( Write it on the board and h Rve someone divide it . ) 
Continue with practice, enter, eng ine. 
Listen to lady. 
( V/rite it on the board.) 
How many vo wels did you hear? Yes, two . So how many 
syll ables does lady have~ Yes, two . How many consonants do 
you heBr and see af ter the vowel na 11 ? Yes, one, 11 d 11 • 
When the first vowe l is followed by one consonant, the 
con sona.nt usually beg ins the second c on sonant . So lady would 
be divided this way- la d.y . The conson2.nt 11 d.11 starts the 
second syllable. 
Continue with tiger, broken, a g o, ahead. 
Explain desert, model and Robert 2 s e x ceptions to the 
general principles of syll a bication. 
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Lesson 51 
nrit Sound with Vowe l in the First Syllable 
Listen to these words and tell me how many vowels you 
h ear and the s ound you hear . 
car her bird 
Yes, one. 
( vvri te them on the bo 8rd.) 
You hee rd the 11 r 11 sound with the vowels 11 a" , "e 11 and ni 11 • 
Li s ten to ca rpenter. \-vhe t vowel sound did you he E~ r in 
the first syllable? Yes, the "ar11 sound . 
'Nrite c2.rpenter on the board. Who can show me the first 
syllable? Yes, car. Why? Yes, bec2.use t h ere are two con-
sonants after the "au and the first conson ant, 11 r 11 , ends t h e 
first syllable and itpn, the second c onson ant, stRrts the 
second syllabl e. 
Continue with furnit_~, certain, burro, hardly, berry, 
party . 
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Lesson 52 
Two Syllable Words with 
"ful", 11 er11 , n ishn as the Las t Syllable 
Li s ten to these words and tel l me how many syllables 
you h e ar in each word. 
care use joy 
Yes, one. Why? Yes, because y ou he2 r only one vowe l. 
Li sten t o these words and t e ll me what syll ab le I added 
to t h em. 
careful useful joyful 
Y-e s " fu 1 11 • 
' 
( Give sound . ) 
Let 's write them on the b oard. 
Wha t is t h e second syl lab le? Yes, 11 ful n . 
Here are some other words with 11 ful 11 2s t h e l as t syllab le 
Listen and say them af ter me . 
hateful wonderful 
Li s ten t o these words and tell me how many syllab les 
there are in e a ch. 
farm bake drive 
low high f as t 
Listen and tell me what syl l a ble I a dded to t hese words . 
f e rmer baker driver 
lower h i gher 
.faster 
Yes, 11 e r " . Let ' s write t hem on the b oa rd. 
Li s ten to these words and tell me the number of s y llab l es 
in ea ch . 
fool boy baby 
Yes, one. 
L i sten and see if you c an tell me the syllable I a dde d to 
t h em. 
v · 
..c e S , 
foolish 
II i Sh II • 
boyish babyish 
Let's write them on the boErd and read all the words. 
Erase words. 
·;vrite 11 fu l 11 , n ish" , and 11 er 11 on board. 
Listen to t h ese sen t e nce s. I will l eeve one syllable 
ou t of s ome words. See if y ou c an tell t h e correct s yl l able . 
It will be eith er " ful 11 , 11 ishn , or 11 ern . 
l. You should be very care when you cross 
the s treet . (ful) 
2. The g irls were all acting fool (i sh ) 
--
3. We thought the book was wonder (ful) 
4. The farm wa.s milking the cows. (er) 
5. He WBS ve r y hate to us . (ful) 
- -
6. Here comes t h e bak (er) 
7. 1ne j a c kknife will be very u s e __ _ (ful) 
8 . T'n.e dr iv of t ha t truck will be h e re soon. (er) 
9. He is a c ting very baby __ _ (ish) 
10. John can run fast thBn Mary. (er) 
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Lesson 53 
Variant Sounds of 11 a 11 and "i" 
,in t h e First Syllable 
We have listened to different sounds of t h e vowel 11 a 11 • 
Today let ' s s ee if you can tell me the sound of the vovve l "a" 
you hear i n s ome vvords that have two syllab les. You wi ll hea r 
the vow e l "a" in the first s y l lable . 
Let's play a g ame . Let 's have two teams. You get one 
p oint for each correct answer. 
Listen to these words and tel l me all t he words t hat have 
short na" i n the fir st s y llab le. I'll write at on the board 
because it hHs short 11 a 11 in it . 
Now tell 
(write it on 
basement 
l a d der 
me the words 
board ) 
able 
David 
in the 
bagga ge apple 
shadow happy 
tha.t have long uan like 
first syllable. 
always 
cattle 
paper 
playing 
David 
after 
in cake 
candy 
waiting 
Now p ick out words vvith na r n like in c a r (write it on 
boar d ) in the first syllable. 
party 
martin 
a l mos t g a r de n ago hardly 
dark~es s farther a l most darted 
Tell me the words that hHve 11 a 11 like in a g o a s the first 
s y llable. 
16 1 
('iiri te them on the board.) 
ahead 
al one 
Go od. 
alive 
pasture 
b El. by 
around 
after 
baske t 
We have li s tened to different s ounds of 11 i 11 • Tell me the 
sound of 11 i " you heRr in these tvvo syllab l e words. :L i s ten and 
tell me the words tha t have sh ort 11 i" like in it (write on 
b oard) in the first syllable. 
finish 
city 
tiger 
mistake 
p icnic 
winte r 
tiny 
chilly 
Now tel l me the words that have long 11 i 11 in the first 
syllHb le. 
timid 
sir 
silent 
tiger 
tiny 
g iggle 
sp ied 
ligh tning 
F ick ou t the words t ha t h a ve the " ir 11 sound like in b ird 
(write on the b oard ) in the f irst s y l lable. 
He re Hr e 
s h ort II iII 
' 
or 
you c an find 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
s l i pp ers 
firmly 
c ircus 
fing ers 
sp ill eel 
stirring 
some sentences t h2 t hR Ve words with 
11 ir11 in the first syllable. Listen 
the se words. 
I must finish my work. 
Look at t he tige_E. 
Tomorrow is Ma r y 's bir thday. 
We are g oing on a picnic. 
There were many funny clowns at t he 
birthday 
mixed 
l ong II iII 
and s ee 
circus. 
' 
if 
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Lesson 54 
V2.riant Sounds of 11 e 11 and 11 o 11 
in the First Syllable 
We have listened to different s ounds of the vowel 11 e". 
Let's see if you can tell me the words that he_ve short " e" 
like in yet (write on bo a rd) in the first syllable. 
Listen. 
teacher be tter beaver getting pennies 
behave second kettle eaten welcome 
Tell me the words that hPve long ;r e 11 in the first syllabl 
Peter decide Benny leading 
behave second getting below 
Tell me the words that h a ve 11 er 1 in the first syll a ble. 
p erhaps return rea.son secret 
perform beggar Herbert herself 
Now let's see if you c an tell me the words that h Pve shor 
" o" like in not (write on board) in the first syllable. 
jolly over Sojo Bobby 
moment g obble g olden softer 
Tell me the words tha t have long If 0 !I like in go ( write on 
board) in the first syllable. 
moment p oky J:r obble ,_) loading 
Sojo Bobby Tommy snowing 
nor 11 
Listen to these words a.nd tell me the words that ha.ve 
in the first syllable . 
corner bold 
morning footmen 
Good. 
fortune 
cornfield 
coa.xed 
forty 
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Lesson 55 
Accented Syllables 
Listen to this word excite and tell me how many syllables 
there B.re in it. Yes, two . 
Did y ou notice when I said e x cite tha t I said the second 
s yllable, cite, a little louder than t h e first syllable, ex? 
Listen. ex cite . 
When you say a syllable a little louder, vve s ay we accent 
t hat syl lable. So in ex c ite the se c ond s y ll able i s the accent-
ed one. 
Listen to t hese words. They have t wo s y llable s in them. 
Let's see wh o c .sn tell me whether the first or the se con d 
syllable is accented . 
tunnel surfa.ce happy baby 
settle finger tender curling 
Por ky perfect inquire remain 
alive escape pat ient silent 
inquire remain alive 
escape patient silent 
expla i n hand some Detsy 
- ~ 
Lesson 56 
Re view 
l. Division of Syllables 
a. First Vowe l Followe d 
b . P irst Vowel FollO\rved 
by Tvvo 
by One 
2. 11 ful 11 , 11 e r " 
' 
11 i sh11 as the Last 
3. Variant Sounds of "a. ", "e", II iII 
in the First Sylla.ble 
4 . Accented Syllable 
ConsonRnts 
Consonant 
Syllable 
' 
u 0 n 
How do y ou divide R word into sylla bles tha t has t wo con-
sonants following the first vo wel? How would you divide 
g i ggle? Yes , like this-- g i g gle . ~le first consonant g oes 
with the first sylla.ble and the sec ond con sona nt ste rts the 
se cond s y llab le. 
Continue with exp ect, ladder, burro, _£erry, Tommy . 
rlow do you divide a word i nto sylla.bles t hH t hRs one 
con s onant following t h e vovv el? Yes, the con som>. nt st8rts t h e 
second syllable. 
Divide lady, tiny, moment , alive, tiger. 
Let's se e how msny words you can think of with t h ese 
syllab les in them. 
ful er ish 
Let ' s see which list is the longest. 
Liste n to these words a nd tell me which s ound of the vowel 
1 66 
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" a" you hear-long "au, short 11 an, "ar 11 , 11 a 11 or 11 al 11 in the 
first syllable . 
lady f ancy almost ago 
pa rty a lready garden playing 
happy maybe hardly ahead 
Tell me whether you hear long II i II 
' 
short It iII or " irn in 
t h e first sylla.ble. 
kitchen tiny circus 
b irthday mixed lightning 
f :irmly timid silent 
Tell me vvhe ther you hear long 11en 
' 
short "en or 11 er" in 
the first syllable. 
perhBps return beaver 
kettle ree.son herself 
getting Herbert secret 
Te ll me whether you hear long "0 tt 
' 
short n 0 n or 11 or" in 
the first syllable. 
Sojo gobble corner cornfield 
fortune Bobby snowing poky 
'Tell me whether t he f irs t or t he s e cond syllfl b l e is a c-
cen ted i n these wor d s ~ 
cont8in be 1=rm ing repeat 
c8ndle members rescue 
..-- · 
